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Abstract
 
An effort to investigafe the quality of services at
 
community correction facilities from the perspective of both
 
inmates and staff led to the proposition of four hypotheses.
 
These hypotheses were formulated to show the relationship
 
between key independent variables, such as facility type,
 
time at facility, age, ethnicity, educational level, and
 
dependent (outcome) variables, which included inmate's and
 
staff's views of privacy, safety, rules and regulations, and
 
crowding at these respective facilities. A total of 219
 
inmates and 87 staff were surveyed at seven correctional
 
facilities. Analysis of variance for inmate data was
 
statistically significant for inmates levels of education
 
and ethnicity on privacy; Afro-Americans were statistically
 
significant on rules and regulations; Hispanics, Whites, and
 
other were statistically significant on facility crowding,
 
and Hispanics were statistically significant on inmates-

safety. Analysis of staff data was statistically
 
significant for levels of education and ethnicity on
 
privacy; time worked' in facility, Afro-Americans, and
 
Whites, were statistically significant on facility crowding.
 
Post-hoc analysis (Scheffe) on inmate dependent variables
 
showed statistically significant mean scores for CRC and CIM
 
correction facilities oji facility crowding; Eagle-Mountain,
 
Ed-Veit,(furlough facility) Adelanto, and Orion (furlough
 
facility) facilities were statistically significant on
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inmates privacy. Post-hoc analysis of staff dependent
 
variables revealed statistical significant mean scores for
 
Orion, Ed-Veit, Adelanto, and Taft on staff safety; CRC was
 
statistically significant on facility crowding; Eagle-

Mountain, CRC, and CIM facilities were statistically
 
significant on privacy, while rules and regulations were
 
statistically significant for Orion correction facility.
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Chapter 1
 
Problem
 
The total number of prisoners under the jurisdiction of
 
Federal or State correctional authorities was 1,053,738 at
 
yearend 1994. During the year the States and the District of
 
Columbia added 77,847 prisoners; the Federal system, 5,447.
 
Although the 1994 growth rate (8.6%) nearly equaled the
 
average annual percentage increase since 1980, the total
 
increase of 83,294 was the second largest yearly increase on
 
record. At yearend 1994, State prisons were operating at
 
between 17% and 29% above capacity, while the Federal system
 
was operating at 25% over capacity (Allen & Gillard, 1995).
 
The growth in the number of persons confined in
 
California prisons has been a singular event in American
 
correctional history. From a system with 22,500 at the
 
beginning of the 1980s, the state's prisons expanded to over
 
100,000 in just over 11 years. Since 1985 California prisons
 
have added more prisoners each year than the system added in
 
the average decade between 1950 and 1980. By 1991 California
 
had experienced seven times as much prison population growth
 
in the previous decade as it had during the 30 years between
 
1950 and 1980 (Zimring and Hawkins, 1992).
 
The extraordinary increase in California and U.S. prison
 
I' '
 
populations has been attributed to a variety of factors.
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These included demographic shifts caused by the postwar
 
baby boom (Blumstein, 1983), a growing "toughness" in
 
sentencing practices that have "widened the net" around a
 
larger group of offenders (Austin & Krisberg, 1985), a rise
 
in crime rates due to the emergence of "crack cocaine" and a
 
changing socio-economic mix that has placed a large number
 
of low-income individuals in an age bracket at greater risk
 
for criminal behavior (Blumstein, 1988). These current
 
trends suggested that the criminal justice system continued
 
to emphasize the traditional penal philosophy of
 
institutional confinement (Bukstel et al, 1980). The
 
tendency for the judicial system to incarcerate offenders
 
instead of community rehabilitation has led many researchers
 
to emphasize the use of community corrections for first term
 
offenders.
 
An estimated 4.9 million adults were under some form
 
of correctional supervision in 1993. Nearly three-quarters
 
of these people were on probation or parole. About 2.6% of
 
the U.S. adult resident population were under correctional
 
care or supervision in 1993, up from 1.1% in 1980 (Bureau of
 
Justice Statistics, 1995). Community corrections has
 
undergone significant changes in the past two decades. The
 
emphasis through the 1960s and 1970s on rehabilitation
 
focused on offenders' needs and problems, along with justice
 
and fairness in the supervision process (Lawrence, 1991).
 
Community corrections programs have grown considerably over
 
 recent years and comprise a major component of the criminal
 
justice system. The nature of this growth has varied from
 
place to place, from rather piecemeal development of local
 
community-based programs in some states to comprehensive
 
community corrections acts (CCAs) in others. However, more
 
than just the number and variety of community programs have
 
changed. Most studies on community-based correction have
 
addressed its effectiveness of various types of reentry
 
programs, such as, work furlough, work release, pre-release.
 
In addition, studies in the areas of recividism or program
 
on issues of staffing concerns, service delivery, and
 
examined issues such as privatization and facility location
 
(siting). Unfortunately, few of these studies examined the
 
quality of services at community corrections facilities.
 
One exception is the pioneering studies by Sechrest and
 
Shichor (1993; 1995; 1996) that examined the quality of
 
services in various types of community correction
 
facilities, such as furlough and non furlough facilities,
 
including the privatization of these facilities in the State
 
of California. Their findings indicated that inmates and
 
staff were concerned about the quality of services at their
 
facilities. Although, studies by Sechrest and Shichor did
 
not support the use of either the public or private
 
proprietary facilities. However, the findings were relevant
 
I ' ■ ■ ■ ■ 
in assessing the quality of services provided at these
 
institutions. With the exception of studies by Sechrest and
 
Shichor none of these studies on community correction
 
facilities examined the quality of services at community
 
correction facilities. However, crowding of correctional
 
facilities is generally a concern only for secure
 
confinement facilities. Nothing has been done for community
 
corrections in this area. However, there is research on
 
rigid rules inmates by Smith (1989), which indicated that
 
rigid discipline and intensive labor marked the lives of
 
female parolees at the Western House of Refuge at Rochester,
 
New York, from January 1,1885 to December 31, 1886, but
 
nothing was mentioned on quality of services in community
 
correction facilities. Velleman's (1984) study on halfway
 
houses indicated that residents who left prematurely were
 
more dissatisfied with the lack of privacy, saw life as
 
being better outside, judged the staff more negatively and
 
felt generally that their expectations about the house had
 
not been matched. However, this study did not examine the
 
quality of services at this facility. Rubington's (1979)
 
study on the relationship between institutional atmosphere
 
and therapeutic effectiveness in halfway houses indicated
 
considerable support for a "social-atmosphere" theory of
 
halfway-house social rehabilitation. This theory of halfway
 
house pointed to the general conclusion that the more
 
informal the halfway house atmosphere the greater its
 
effectiveness. Moreover, studies for inmates and staff of
 
different ethnicity, educational levels, and time at
 
facility at community correction facilities are sparse.
 
Public and Private Proprietary Facilities Defined
 
Facilities that are operated by a private corporation
 
for profit under contract with the California Department of
 
Correction are referred to as "private proprietary"
 
facilities (Logan, 1987). Facilities of this type in
 
California are those located at Baker, Eclectic
 
Communications, Inc. (ECI); Eagle Mountain, Management and
 
Training Corporation (MTC); Live Oak-LeoChesney Center,
 
and, McFarland, Wackenhut Corporation. They are generally
 
operated in smaller communities; some, such as Baker and
 
Eagle Mountain, are quite isolated. For these facilities,
 
lease and program development costs are paid directly. They
 
receive a per diem rate, which is paid based on participant
 
days used. Thus, if the population drops their reimbursement'
 
drops accordingly. However, there is a specified minimum
 
under which they cannot go (Sechrest & Shichor, 1993).
 
The second type of facility is the SB1591, or
 
legislatively-authorized, facility {Senate Bill 1591,
 
Assembly Bill 3401, and Title 15 of the California penal
 
Code} commonly known as "public proprietary" facilities
 
(Sechrest & Shichor, 1993). They are operated by
 
municipalities, such as Adelanto, Coalinga, Delano, Folsom,
 
Shatter, and Taft. One, Lassen CCF, is operated by a county.
 
These facilities are generally located in small cities
 
without a strong economic base for which the CCFs are a
 
potential source of income and employment. They not only
 
supplement the municipal budget but they contribute to the
 
to the local economy (Lidman, 1988). The average annual
 
budget for these facilities are about five to six million
 
dollars, with an averag'e of about 65-70 budgeted employees
 
for facilities with populations of about 400 inmates. Local
 
merchants and suppliers benefit, as does local employment
 
simply because each facility is a public entity operated for
 
profit in order to supplement local budgets.
 
A close examination of the above issues on community
 
corrections confirmed that the majority of research
 
endeavors have failed to examine problems of Safety, living
 
conditions, quality of services provided to residents, and
 
how the residents and staff of these community-based
 
programs view the institution. However, unique studies by
 
(Sechrest & Shichor, 19-93; 1995; 1996) examined community
 
correctional facilities in the state of California and their
 
findings indicated that inmates and staff were concerned
 
with quality of services at their institution, but these
 
findings did not appear to support the use of either the
 
public or private proprietary facilities. As such, this
 
thesis will be an extension and reanalyzing of studies by
 
(Sechrest & Shichor, 1993; 1995; 1996) on the quality of
 
services issues, such as, privacy, safety, crowding and
 
rigid rules at seven community correctional facilities.
 
Specifically, this study will examine proposed hypotheses on
 
two public proprietary facilities, one private proprietary,
 
one private reentry facility, and one state operated reentry
 
facility. Furthermore, these facilities will be compared
 
with two state operated minimum security facilities.
 
Additional research efforts will include the examination of
 
staff's views on safety, crowding, privacy, and rules and
 
regulations including a comparative analysis of private and
 
public proprietary facilities.
 
The findings of this study will be helpful in
 
evaluating community-based correction facilities and their
 
effectiveness. Studies by Sechrest and Shichor {1993a, )
 
1995b, 1996c) provided a preliminary comparison of community
 
corrections facility organizations concerning their cost
 
effectiveness and the quality of services they provided.
 
This study relied upon data collected by Sechrest and
 
Shichor, and in particular data on public and private work
 
release centers not included in their original analysis.
 
Several hypotheses related to the conditions of
 
community correctional facilities and the quality of life of
 
residents were developed from an examination of survey data
 
for seven facilities. These surveys allowed an examination
 
of inmate and staff attitudes regarding such issues as
 
crowding, safety, privacy, and rigid rules.
 
Rationale for Hypotheses
 
These hypotheses were formulated since most studies on
 
community correction facilities failed to examine the
 
quality of services at these facilities. However, studies by
 
Sechrest and Shichor (1993; 1995; 1996) examined the quality
 
of services in various types of community correction
 
facilities. While Poole and Regal (1981) study indicated
 
that negative evaluations of work relations resulted in
 
increased levels of alienation experienced by correction
 
officers. Also, Velleman's (1984) study on halfway houses
 
indicated that residents who left prematurely were more
 
dissatisfied with the lack of privacy. In addition. Smith
 
and Ivester's (1987) study showed that residents of a Youth
 
Complex perceived their incarceration to be very orderly,
 
with rules clearly specified, and staff very much in
 
control. Unfortunately, as indicated most of these studies
 
mostly dealt with issues of relating to institutions, but
 
not specifically on issues of quality of services.
 
Hypotheses
 
Hypothesis l
 
Facility staff who are older, have less education,
 
differ ethnically, and have spent more time working at the
 
facility will view their facility as crowded.
 
 Hypothesis 2
 
Facility inmates who are older, have less education,
 
differ ethnically, and have spent three or more months at
 
either private or public proprietary facilities will view
 
their facility as crowded.
 
Hypothesis 3
 
Facility staff who are older, have less education,
 
differ ethnically, and have spent time working at the
 
facility will differ on their views about rules and
 
regulations.
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Hypothesis 4
 
Facility inmates who are older, have less education,
 
differ ethnically, and have spent three or more months at
 
either private or public proprietary facilities will differ
 
on their views about rules and regulations.
 
Hypothesis 5
 
Facility staff who are older, have less education,
 
differ ethnically, and have spent more time working at the
 
facility will differ about their views on privacy at various
 
facilities.
 
Hypothesis 6
 
Facility inmates who are older, have less education.
 
differ ethnically, and have spent three or more months at
 
either private or public proprietary facilities will differ
 
about their views on privacy at various facilities.
 
Hypothesis 7
 
Facility staff who are older, have less education,
 
differ ethnically, and have spent more time working at the
 
facility will view their facility will find their facilities
 
safe.
 
Hypothesis 8
 
Facility inmates who are older, have less education,
 
differ ethnically, and have spent three or more months at
 
*
 
either private or public proprietary facilities will their
 
facility safe.
 
Limitations
 
The facilities surveyed did not include all staff and
 
inmates. Only some of the inmates at given facility were
 
surveyed based on unit location in their respective
 
facilities. And some of the staff of each facility were
 
surveyed. Not all quality or life issues were examined for
 
this study. The focus was on those considered important in
 
testing the proposed hypotheses.
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Chapter 2
 
Literature Review
 
There are many studies on community-based corrections
 
and privatization of prisons. With the exception of studies
 
by Sechrest and Shichor (1993; 1995; 1996) on quality of
 
services at California community correction facilities, most
 
of these studies have focused on recividism, and costs in ;
 
half way houses and effectiveness of work furlough programs
 
while ignoring the quality of services provided by these
 
institutions. Thus, it is apparent that more studies are ;
 
needed on community correction facilities.
 
The literature reviewed in this chapter consisted of
 
studies on community correction facilities, halfway houses,
 
and work furlough programs. Community correction studies
 
examined the quality of services at community correction
 
facilities, while halfway houses and work furlough studies
 
examined their effectiveness as alternatives to
 
incarceration.
 
Coinmiinltv Correction Studies
 
Sechrest and Shichor (1996) conducted an exploratory
 
study on prison privatization and the provision of
 
correctional services in California. The aim of this study
 
was to provide a preliminary comparison of public and
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private institutions concerning their cost effectiveness a:nd
 
the quality of services they provide. Specifically, this
 
study was focused on the performance of both private and
 
public proprietary prison operations in California. Other
 
components of this study were: analysis of the cost figures
 
received from the California Department of Corrections
 
(CDC), interviews with the wardens of two public proprietary
 
and one private proprietary CCF, and the analysis of
 
official CDC data for all inmates who returned to the
 
community from these institutions and quality of services.
 
Data were collected on recidivism and costs for three
 
facilities. Analysis of data included an evaluation of
 
parolee outcomes and facility costs for correction
 
facilities studied. Sechrest and Shichor (1996) found some
 
differences among the parolees of correctional facilities
 
studied. Findings showed that parolees spent the longest
 
time at public facilities, the average age was lowest in
 
private and highest in public facilities, while similar
 
distributions of ethnic composition were found in both
 
private and public facilities. Analysis of the return to
 
custody component showed no differences between private and
 
public returnees, except in ethnic composition. As for
 
costs, Sechrest and Shichor (1996) concluded that costs
 
could/not be compared with great precision due to the lack
 
of data on capital .construction for CDC facilities.
 
Eventhough, the findings did not support the use of public
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 or private proprietary facilities, Sechrest and Shichor
 
(1996) indicated that studies on the quality of inmate life
 
in these facilities were needed in order to draw conclusions
 
in the areas of order and safety.
 
Sechrest and Shichor's (1993) study on corrections goes
 
public and private in California examined the utilitarian
 
issues, and the preliminary evaluation of two types of
 
community correctional facilities in California: a facility
 
operated by a private for-profit corporation, which was
 
referred to as a "private proprietary" institution, and two
 
facilities operated by municipal governments for profit,
 
which was referred to as "public proprietary" institutions.
 
The components of this study were the facility comparisons
 
and cost comparisons. For this study, three facilities were
 
selected for surveys, two public proprietary facilities and
 
one private proprietary facility. The public community
 
correction facility used in this study was located in the
 
San Joaquin Valley in a community of about 20,000. The
 
facility opened in mid-1990. It housed 448 inmates on the
 
day it was visited in May 1992. Inmates stay an average of 8
 
to 9 months, although they can stay up to 18 months. It is a
 
high security facility, with just nine inmates working
 
outside the facility on a given day. It is operated by the
 
f ■ ■ ■ ' 
local police department, using sworn and nonsworn personnel.
 
The sworn personnel are the captain, two lieutenants, five
 
sergeants, and four police officers. The facility handles
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both first commitments and parole violators.
 
While the Private "community correction facility
 
surveyed was operated by Management and Training Corporation
 
based in Utah. This facility is located in California about
 
50 miles from the Arizona border. The facility housed 400
 
inmates in 17 12 dormitories. The average stay is 4 months,
 
although 6 months was seen by staff as more desirable.
 
First-termers can do up to 18 months at the facility. In
 
this facility, five state correctional officers (one
 
lieutenant, four sergeants) and four parole agents,
 
supervised one-third time by an area agent, were stationed
 
at the facility. The Public Civil facility surveyed is
 
located in a small city in the Mojave Desert. It is operated
 
directly by the city administration, which hires staff and
 
manages the budget. The facility director reports to the
 
city manager. The facility opened in mid-1991. By mid-1992
 
it housed 418 inmates. It accepts only civil narcotic
 
commitments who are parole violators, although they may be
 
first commitments.
 
For Sechrest and Shichor's (1996) study, inmate surveys
 
were administered during the summer of 1992 as follows:
 
Public, 29 or 6.8%,of average population; Private, 27, or
 
6.8% of the population; Public Civil, 31 or 9.5% of the
 
population. Findings on quality of service indicated that
 
Public inmates rated security higher than that of Private,
 
and Public Civil was rated highest of all. Regarding how
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well the facilities are run, the Public and Private
 
facilities rated below .what was found for safety. Public
 
Civil was rated at 94 percent (agree, strongly agree). In
 
terms of amenities, the Public Civil facility is
 
consistently rated highest, at almost 100 percent. Further,
 
findings on quality of service provided showed that
 
regarding the ability to see a counselor, public and Public
 
Civil scored highest (57 to 59 percent), while Private was
 
considerably lower (39 percent). In the final analysis,
 
Sechrest and^ShichOr's (1993) study did not support the use
 
of either the public or private proprietary facilities, but
 
suggested that better data on composition of the inmate
 
populations is needed in order to draw conclusions in the
 
area of order and safety.
 
Jolin and Stipak (1992) evaluated a community-based
 
sentencing option that combined electronically monitored
 
home confinement and drug treatment. This research used both
 
a quasi-experimental comparison group design and a
 
nonexperimental one-group pretest posttest design.
 
Recidivism data were obtained through the Oregon Law
 
Enforcement Data System. Findings indicated that community-

based sentencing combined with drug treatment programs were
 
effective; however, they did not address issues related to
 
the overall quality of services at the facility they
 
studied.
 
Williams, Johnson, and McGrath (1991) investigated the
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public's attitude toward imprisonment of convicted felons.
 
They focused on understanding the public's tolerance and
 
perceptions of community based correctional programs. A
 
randomly selected sample of 827 voting-age residents of a
 
mid-Atlantic State were administered surveys via the
 
telephone. Findings indicated that most respondents (75%)
 
favored using community based corrections or shorter
 
sentences for non-dangerous offenders to help reduce prison
 
crowding. In this study by William et al. (1991) concerns
 
were not so much with quality of services at institutions
 
but with the public perception of community-based
 
correctional facilities. Quinn and Holman (1991) examined
 
the efficacy of electronically monitored home confinement as
 
a case management tool for probation and parole departments.
 
This study focused on the frequency of success among
 
offenders who would otherwise have their liberty revoked
 
with others who were more successfully adapted to community
 
control. Data were drawn from community correctional
 
populations in two metropolitan areas of a southwestern
 
state in which electronically monitored home confinement was
 
used almost exclusively as a sanction for offenders who
 
evidenced difficulty in complying with the conditions of
 
their release to the community. Analysis of these data
 
indicated that electronic monitoring was an effective method
 
of reducing revocations in community correctional
 
populations. Clearly, the primary goal of this study was on
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EMHC, not on the overall quality of service at the facility
 
studied.
 
Calathes's (1991) study analyzed the effectiveness of
 
Project Green Hope, a halfway house for women offenders and
 
the only residential facility in New York City which serves
 
both parolees and women referred by the courts. It also
 
analyzed the effectiveness of Project Green Hope by
 
reporting on a non-experimental study involving women placed
 
in the program by the courts as an alternative over an
 
approximately 2 1/2 year period. Data were collected with
 
intake forms that were completed by all clients upon
 
admission to the program. The intake form consisted
 
information on demographic characteristics, social
 
background, substance use and information on prior arrests
 
and convictions.
 
Overall findings indicated that only 16% (N=7) of the
 
44 halfway-house clients studied were successful and 84%
 
(N=37) were unsuccessful. Also, 50% of the clients with no
 
drug problem successfully completed the program as opposed
 
to a 9% success rate of those with a drug problem. It is
 
apparent that this study only examined the effectiveness of
 
Project Green Hope and not the quality of service at the
 
facility.
 
Jones (1990) examined findings from a recent evaluation
 
of the 1978 Kansas Community Corrections Act. For this study
 
two hypotheses were tested:
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1. 	 If community corrections achieved its diversionary

goal, then the number of program-eligible prison
 
admissions should decline significantly after the
 
initiation of the program.
 
2. 	 It was suggested that for community correctional
 
programs to have achieved their diversionary aims,
 
there must be evidence to indicate that offenders
 
from the programs would have gone to state prisons
 
without the CCA.
 
Findings indicated that community correction programs in the
 
two largest participating, counties studied did have a
 
significant impact on prison admissions of program-eligible
 
offenders, and the programs appeared to have drawn the
 
majority of clients from a prison bound population. There
 
was no support for the diversion hypothesis.
 
Musheno, Palumbo, Moody, and Levine (1989) analyzed the
 
organizational diffusion of state-mandated community
 
corrections policy in Connecticut, Colorado, and Oregon to
 
determine what works and why. Specifically Musheno et al.
 
(1989) measured the degrees of implementation in each state
 
and analyzed the organizational conditions that contribute
 
to successful implementation. Findings indicated that
 
Colorado has achieved the highest degree of implementation
 
and has the greatest tendency to generate innovative
 
capacities.
 
Smith (1989) examined female admissions and parolees of
 
the western House of Refuge for backgrounds, admissions, and
 
institutional lives,_ and paroles of the females admitted to
 
the facility for a two-year period. This investigation was
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an attempt to develop some insights into history of the
 
juvenile justice offered between 1885 and 1891. Analysis of
 
this investigation revealed that within the refuge, rigid
 
discipline and intensive labor marked the lives of these
 
female parolees. In addition, findings showed that as the
 
refuge had been built largely as an alternative to jails as
 
places for the incarceration of juveniles, the institution
 
had little space, equipment, or personnel for job training.
 
Furthermore, community interests and characteristics played
 
role in their admissions and paroles.
 
whitehead and Lab (1989) conducted a meta-analysis of
 
juvenile correctional treatment by examining research
 
reports published from 1975 to 1984 in order to analyze the
 
state of the evidence on correctional treatment. Findings
 
indicated that interventions had little positive impact on
 
recidivism and it appeared to exacerbate the problem. This
 
study failed to examine the quality of services at community
 
correction facilities in relation to the success of the
 
program.
 
Rog and Henry (1987) examined the implementation of a
 
community diversion program for nonviolent offenders in
 
Virginia. A main purpose of this study was to evaluate the
 
extent to which a community diversion incentive program was
 
being implemented as an incarceration alternative. The focus
 
of the study centered on the beginning steps of the
 
diversion process: whether those who were sentenced to, and
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subsequently suspended from, incarceration would have
 
received a sentence for incarceration if the GDI program was
 
not available. The evaluation used a unique application of
 
logit analysis to focus on the extent to which the program
 
was serving the intended population, in this case, offenders
 
who would have otherwise been incarcerated. Results
 
indicated that at least 46% of the divertees would have been
 
incarcerated if the program had not been available.
 
Palumbo, Moody, and Wright (1984) examined whether
 
degrees of successful achievement of the goals of the 1977
 
Oregon Community Corrections Act were due to the way in
 
which community corrections legislation was being
 
implemented. Specifically, they wished to determine if the
 
roles of street-level bureaucrats and modifications of the
 
program during implementation were the keys to successful
 
achievement of goals. Ho:^ever, the study failed to analyze
 
the quality of services at community correction facilities.
 
For this study, two types of structured interview forms were
 
developed and administered, one for phone interviews of such
 
upper-level implementors as judges, county commissioners,
 
county prosecuting attorneys, and community corrections
 
directors; and second, a mailed questionnaire that was sent
 
to the probation,officers and service providers in a number
 
of counties were referred to as street-level implementors.
 
The number of upper-level implementors who responded was 81,
 
and the number of street-level implementors was 172. The
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completion rate for the phone interviews was 78%> and the
 
response rate for the mailed questionnaire was 62%. A number
 
of other types of quantative data also were collected. These
 
data included a computer tape containing data on all the
 
individuals committed to state penal institutions from each
 
county during the past five years and court records from
 
three counties containing information on the disposition of
 
cases in those counties for 1979, 1980, and 1981. Palumbo et
 
al. (1984) found that there were wide variations from county
 
to county in the way the legislation was being implemented
 
and the degree to which goals were being achieved.
 
Haynes and Larsen (1984) investigated the financial
 
consequence of incarceration and alternative without
 
examining the issue of quality of services. This study
 
attempted to access the feasibility of comparing the
 
comprehensive societal costs of various correctional
 
alternative decisions and to determine whether the results
 
may be more informative in policy decisions than the limited
 
cost information presently used. The financial consequences,
 
■ i ' ' ' 
■ ■ ■ 'i ' 
including costs of government services and other costs
 
imposed on society attributable to a sample of convicted
 
burglars were derived for a two-year period. The findings
 
showed that incarceration of all burglars presently in
 
community corrections would either reduce crime at no
 
additional cost or save money. Other findings also revealed
 
that incarceration of only those who were more expensive in
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the community than in prison would be an even greater
 
savings.
 
Hylton (1981) discussed the growth of punishment,
 
imprisonment and community corrections in Canada; however,
 
this study did not focus on quality of services in community
 
correction facilities. For this study, much of the data for
 
the analysis were drawn from a case study of the Canadian
 
province of Saskatchewan. Two questions were proposed:
 
1. 	 Are institutional programs being replaced
 
by community programs?
 
2. 	 What effect do community programs have on
 
the size of the correctional system?
 
The findings provided no evidence that institutions
 
were being abandoned or replaced by community programs in
 
Saskatchewan. In addition, the expansion hypothesis
 
received strong support because throughout the period under
 
study, both the number of persons under supervision of the
 
correctional system and the proportion of the total
 
provincial population under supervision increased
 
dramatically.
 
Work 	Furlough Studies '
 
Most of the studies on work furlough in this section
 
dealt with successes on work furlough programs. None of
 
these studies focused on quality of services in community
 
correction facilities.
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LeClair (1977) examined furloughs and recidivism rates
 
of males released from Massachusetts state correctional
 
institutions. This study addressed the following research
 
question;
 
a. 	 Are inmates who experience one or,more furloughs
 
during the term of their incarceration less likely
 
to be reincarcerated within one year of their
 
release from prison than are similar types of
 
inmates who do not participate in the furlough
 
program?
 
For this study, two samples were drawn. The first sample
 
Consisted of all males released from Massachusetts state
 
correctional institutions during the year 1973(N-878). The
 
second sample consisted of males released from the same
 
institutions during the year (N-841). Both populations were
 
divided into a treatment subsample and a comparison
 
subsample. The findings showed that participation in
 
furlough programs reduced the probability that an individual
 
will recidivate upon release from prison. Findings provided
 
initial supportive evidence that participation in furlough
 
programs reduced the probability that an individual will
 
recividate upon release from prison. In addition, the
 
reduction in recidivism was due to the impact of the
 
furlough program and not simply to the types of inmates
 
selected for furloughs. It was therefore believed that the
 
various cited functions of the use of furloughs did converge
 
so as to provide a process of societal reintegration, More
 
generally, it was concluded that programmatic contributions
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to the process of societal reintegratibn can be effective
 
devices for reducing repeated criminal behavior of the
 
prison released. However, this study was only concerned with
 
the types of facilities in terms of success rates not the
 
issue of quality.
 
Jeffery and Woolpert (1974) examined the effects of
 
work furlough on recidivism and social cost. However, they
 
did hot address quality issues in this study. This study
 
focused on the effectiveness of one community based program,
 
the work release or worjc furlough program in San Mateo
 
County, California. For this Study, the sample consisted of
 
110 subjects that were in the work furlough program at San
 
Mateo County and 94 inmates from San Mateo County Jail as
 
control group. Data of arrests and convictions in each of
 
the four years following release were drawn on each subject
 
from California Bureau of Criminal Investigation and
 
Information. Mann-Whitney U tests performed on these data
 
revealed that in general, work furlough inmates fared
 
substantially better after release from jail than the
 
control group inmates. Comparisons between the work furlough
 
and control groups for the different crime categories (non­
support, vehicle code violations, and miscellaneous
 
offenses) revealed that there were no differences between
 
the two groups of inmates convicted of non-support, work
 
furlough inmates who were sentenced for vehicle code
 
violations had significantly fewer convictions than the
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comparison control inmates. Comparisons between work
 
A
 
furlough and control individualism of the same age
 
categories also revealed differential effects. One major
 
finding of the study was that work furlough was most
 
beneficial to those having the highest risk of failure after
 
release.
 
Holt (1971) studied the effectiveness of temporary
 
prison release program that was legislated in 1968 by the
 
California_legislature. The focus of this study was the
 
Southern Conservation Center, which furloughed the largest
 
number of inmates. Data for this evaluation were collected
 
from three sources; a two page interview of inmates by
 
caseworkers, intake interviews of inmates and a follow-up
 
questionnaire sent to the inmate's family or sponsor asking
 
for reactions to his furlough and how they felt it was most
 
helpful to him. This provided some collateral evidence of
 
the accomplishments. The average inmate participating in the
 
evaluation had been locked Up for at least thirty-four
 
months. Findings revealed that the great majority of
 
furloughees accomplished the things they had planned, such
 
as, securing employment, acquiring a driver's license,
 
getting to know the parole agent, establishing a residence,
 
and cementing family relationships. In addition, the program
 
has the double advantage not only of working but of costing
 
no more than a little extra staff time. However, the
 
quality of service at the facility was ignored.
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 Halfway Houses Studies
 
4
 
All of these studies examined halfway house size,
 
clients' characteristics, treatment outcomes and how they
 
work. None of them addressed directly the issue of quality
 
of service at the facility, with the exception of Velleman
 
(1984), who examined privacy issues in his study.
 
Velleman (1984) evaluated halfway houses in England for
 
problem drinkers. Twenty nine residents and staff were
 
studied for over six months to determine the cause of
 
premature departure. Each new resident was interviewed in
 
depth every week during his first eight weeks in the house,
 
and the staff members were also interviewed weekly over the
 
I ■ ■ ■ 
complete six months. Significant findings centered on two
 
areas: staff's attitudes toward residents and residents'
 
satisfaction with the house. The staff judged residents who
 
left prematurely less positively overall, liked them less
 
and spent less time with them. Residents who subsequently
 
left prematurely were more dissatisfied with the lack of
 
privacy, saw life as being better outside, judged the staff
 
more negatively and felt generally that their expectations
 
about the house had not been matched. Findings indicated
 
that quality of life in a facility can have an impact on
 
subsequent performance.
 
Martin (1979) examined the size in residential service
 
organizations in halfway houses for alcoholics. The goal of
 
this study was to explore the adequacy of Kimberly's model
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for understanding the theoretical significance of size in
 
residential service organizations. For this study, data from
 
23 alcoholism halfway houses were analyzed to assess the
 
relationship of four aspects of organizational size to three
 
levels of organizational functioning. Results showed that
 
the amount of discretionary resources, followed closely by
 
personnel size, was the" dimension of size most relevant to
 
all three aspects of organizational operations. Contrary to
 
expectations, input-volume or number of residential clients
 
was related negatively both to a more differentiated
 
internal structure and to supportive organization-

environment relations. These findings clearly supported a
 
multidimensional conception of organizational size and
 
confirmed the general hypotheses that different dimensions
 
entail distinctive implications for the resolution of
 
organizational problems. However, the study failed to
 
address specifically those issues related to quality of
 
services at the facility.
 
Another study by Martin (1979) on clients'
 
characteristics and the expectations of staff in halfway
 
houses for alcoholics examined the relationship between the
 
objective characteristics of residents of halfway houses for
 
alcoholics, and the staff members' expectations for the
 
residents' functioning. For this study, measures of the
 
clients' characteristics were obtained by means of a
 
questionnaire administered to all clients available during a
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on©"or two-d.a.y visit to ©ach facility. Staff in©nib©rs
 
©xp©ctations forcli©nts' ind©p©nd©nc© w©r© m©asur©d by 40­
it©m Lik©rt seal© cov©ring pr©f©rr©d typ©s of b©havior for
 
cli©nts insid© and outsid© th© halfway hous©s. Th© findings
 
indicat©d that staff m©mb©rs' ori©ntations toward cli©nts
 
w©r© fairly ind©p©nd©nt of cli©nts' obj©ctiv©
 
charact©ristics. Thus, ©v©n in small community-bas©d
 
settings such as halfway houses, clients' characteristics
 
apparently pia^y a- minin\al role in determining staff members
 
expectations. This study did not directly examine the issue
 
of quality of service in the facility studied.
 
Rubington's (1979) study examined the effectiveness of
 
halfway houses as treatment organizations, and to what
 
extent halfway-houses social atmosphere is related to
 
treatment outcomes. Another component of this study was to
 
determine the therapeutic advantage between halfway houses
 
with an informal homelike atmosphere and those with a more
 
institutional atmosphere. For this study, four halfway
 
houses that differed in age, number of beds, number of staff
 
members, program, physical plant and location were selected
 
in the Boston area. Data were collected through fieldwork by
 
compilation of complete card files on 3-11 residents in the
 
four houses. These card files provided the basic data along
 
with an Index of Institutional Atmosphere, which measured
 
culture, social organization, and physical plant features.
 
Findings showed considerable support for the social­
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atmosphere theory of halfway-house social rehabilitation.
 
All of the data pointed to the general conclusion that the
 
more informal the halfway house atmosphere/ the greater its
 
effectiveness.
 
Conclusion
 
Thus far, it is clear that many researchers have failed
 
to specifically investigate the quality of services in ^
 
community corrections except for studies by Sechrest and
 
Shichor (1993; 1995; 1996) Certainly, the progress of
 
community correction-based programs is contingent upon
 
continuous and dynamic assessment of its quality of services
 
as experienced view by individuals whose lives are more
 
impacted by these services. Specifically, periodic survey of
 
inmates and staff members' views of personal and
 
environmental factors like privacy, rigid rules and safety
 
issues need to be evaluated for flaws and fairness. This
 
need for improvement only suggest that more research is
 
needed on quality of services in community-based programs.
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Chapter 3
 
. Methodology
 
This study will utilize an existing data set collected
 
by Sechrest and Shichor (1993) on inmates and staff's views
 
and concerns about the quality of services in community
 
correction facilities. These data were collected for seven
 
types of facilities, two public proprietary facilities, one
 
private proprietary, one private reentry facility (parolee),
 
and at a state operated reentry facility. These facilities
 
were compared to two state-operated minimum security
 
facilities.
 
For this thesis fa.cility inmates and staff were
 
assigned to one of two comparative groups by categories of
 
independent and dependent variables. These categories were
 
used for independent and dependent variables because they
 
appeared to provide the best differentiation in perceived
 
outcomes.
 
Inmates that were less than 30 years old were placed in
 
one group while inmates who were 30 or older were placed in
 
another. Staff 35 years old or less were placed in one group
 
and staff 36 or more years old into another. Staff working
 
24 months or less in their facilities and those that had
 
spent 25 months or more were placed in different groups.
 
r
 
Inmates with two months or less and those that had spent
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three months or more at their facility were assigned into
 
different groups. With regards to education, inmates with a
 
fifth grade or less education and those with sixth grade and
 
more were assigned into different groups. Staff with six
 
years of education or less and those with more than six
 
years of education were placed in different groups. Inmates
 
and staff were placed in one of the following ethnic
 
categories; African-American, white, Hispanic, and others,
 
which consisted of Asian and Native American.
 
Regarding inmate privacy measures, inmate concerns were
 
measured by their responses to one of four choices on their
 
views of privacy in their facility. These choices ranged
 
between not at all, slightly, moderate, and very free.
 
Staff and inmates views of privacy, safety, rules and
 
regulations, and facili-ty crowding were measured by their
 
responses to one of four choices, ranging bptween strongly
 
disagree, disagree, agree, and strongly agree.(See Appendix
 
A and B for questions.)
 
Limitations of this methodology was that surveys were
 
not administered in a truly random way to inmates.
 
Public and Private Proprietarv Facilities
 
Facilities that are operated by a private corporation
 
for profit under contract with the CDC are referred to as
 
"private proprietary" facilities (Logan, 1987). Facilities
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of this type in California are those located at Baker,
 
Eclectic Cornmunications, Inc. (ECI); Eagle Mountain,
 
Management and Training Corporation (MTC); Live Oak-Leo
 
Chesney Center, and, McTFarland, Wackenhut Corporation. They
 
are generally operated in smaller communities; some, such as
 
Baker and Eagle Mountain, are quite isolated. For these
 
facilities, lease and program development costs are paid
 
directly. They receive a per diem rate, which is paid based
 
on participant days used. Thus, if the population drops
 
their reimbursement drops accordingly. However, there is a
 
specified minimum under which they cannot go (Sechrest &
 
Shichor, 1993).
 
The second type of facility is the SB1591, or
 
legislatively-authorized, facility {Senate Bill 1591,
 
Assembly Bill 3401, and Title 15 of the California Penal
 
Code} commonly known as "public proprietary" facilities
 
(Sechrest & Shichor, 1993). They are operated by
 
municipalities such as Adelanto, Coalinga, Delano, Folsom,
 
Shafter, and Taft. One, Lassen CCF, is operated by a county.
 
These facilities are generally located in small cities
 
without a strong economic base for which the CCFs are a
 
potential source of income and employment. They not only
 
supplement the municipal budget but they contribute to the
 
local economy (Lidman, 1988). The average annual budget for
 
these facilities are about five to six million dollars, with
 
an average of about 65-.70 budgeted employees for facilities
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with populations of about 400 inmates. Local merchants and
 
suppliers benefit, as does local employment simply because
 
each facility is a public entity operated for profit in
 
order to supplement local budgets.
 
The third type of facility is the Ed Veit Community
 
Correctional Center which is located in Sacramento,
 
California as a work furlough facility for inmates. The
 
primary objective of the center is to provide service and
 
improved opportunity for inmates to re-integrate into the
 
community. The methods used to enhance community and social
 
re-integration are realized through a closely supervised and
 
highly structured program which emphasizes economic and
 
social stabilization.
 
The fourth type of facility is the Orion re-entry which
 
is a private for-profit corporation contracted by the Parole
 
and Community Services 
*
Division of the department of
 
Corrections for residents to participate in the Work
 
Furlough Program. The primary purpose is to facilitate re­
entry for eligible and interested people in the California
 
prison system who are returning or locating in Region III.
 
This is done 33 by assisting residents in gaining meaningful
 
employment, training and/or attending vocational school,
 
making residential plans and re-establishing family and
 
community ties.
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Description of the Facilities Surveyed
 
For this research seven facilities selected for surveys
 
included two public proprietary facilities (Taft and
 
Adelanto), two private proprietary facilities (Eagle
 
Mountain and Orion), and two state of California Department
 
of Correction prisons (California Institution for Men and
 
California Rehabilitation Center) and Ed Veit, a work
 
release center. These facilities were selected for site
 
visits because they had made progress in establishing
 
programs for inmates, which included, for example, work,
 
education, drug/alcohol counseling, individual and family
 
counseling, vocational evaluation and training (Sechrest &
 
Shichor, 1993).
 
N ' ■ ■ ■ . ■ ' ■ ■ ' ■ ■ 
The Taft CCF is located in the San Joaquin valley in a
 
community of about 20,0.00, The facility opened in mid-1990.
 
It housed 448 inmates on the day it was visited (May, 1992).
 
Inmates stay an average of eight to nine months, although
 
they can stay up to 18 months. It is a high security
 
facility, with just nine inmate working outside the facility
 
on a given day. It is operated by the local police
 
department, using Sworn and non-sworn personnel. The sworn
 
personnel are the captain, two lieutenants, five sergeants,
 
and four police officers. The police department is
 
responsible to the city council. Forty-seven correctional
 
officers, who are non-sworn, wear police uniforms with
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patches indicating "corrections". Their appearance is very
 
similar to that of the sworn police officers and while on
 
duty they have "sworn" status (Sechrest & Shichor, 1993).
 
The facility handles both first admissions and parole
 
violators. Four state parole agents make up the state
 
personnel for the facility, with a supervisor part time
 
bas^d in another community. The most important feature of
 
the facility is its education program, which uses self-paced
 
computerized instruction in a competency-based curriculum. A
 
pre-release module, mandated by state law is in operation,
 
as it is at all facilities visited (Sechrest & Shichor,
 
1993).
 
The Adelanto facility is located in a small city in the
 
Mojave Desert. It is operated directly by the city
 
administration, which hires staff and manages the budget
 
- (VanProyen, 1992). The facility director reports to the city
 
manager. The facility opened in mid 1991. By mid-1992 it
 
housed 418 inmates. It accepts only civil narcotic
 
commitments who are parole violators, although they may be
 
first admissions. In this sense this is a unique population,
 
which may account for differences in behavior, attitudes,
 
1
 
and opinions from the populations of the other facilities
 
studied. It has five state corrections employees and four
 
parole agents with supervision provided by one-third of the
 
time of a parole agent.
 
The Eagle Mountain CCF is a private proprietary
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facility operated by Management and Training Gorporation
 
based in Utah. The facility is located in California about
 
50 miles from the Arizona border. The closest community is
 
Desert Center. It is near the site of a closed mine, which
 
is now being considered as a waste disposal.facility.
 
Several empty company houses and a closed school make up the
 
remainder of a once viable community (Sechrest & Shichor,
 
1993).
 
Eagle Mountain houses 400 inmates in 17 dormitories.
 
The average stay is four months, although six months was
 
seen by staff as more desirable. First termers can do up to
 
18 months at the facility. Inmate turnover is high, with as
 
many as 165 new inmates arriving each month. Outside crews
 
of four to 30 inmates are sent out daily to work on
 
community projects. Four state correctional officers (one
 
lieutenant, three sergeants) and three parole agents,
 
supervised one-third ti<ne by an area agent, were stationed
 
at the facility (Sechrest and Shichor, 1993).
 
The Ed Veit Community Correctional Center is located in
 
Sacramento, California as a work furlough facility for
 
inmates. The primary objective of the center is to provide
 
service and improved opportunity for inmates to re-integrate
 
into the community. The methods used to enhance community
 
and social re-integration are realized through a closely
 
supervised and highly structured program which emphasizes
 
economic and social stabilization.
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The Orion re-entry is a private for-profit corporation
 
contracted by the Parole and Community Services Division of
 
the department of Corrections for residents to participate
 
in the Work Furlough Program. The primary purpose is to
 
facilitate re-entry for eligible and interested people in
 
the California prison system who are returning or locating
 
in Region III. This is done 33 by assisting residents in
 
gaining meaningful employment, training and/or attending
 
vocational school, making residential plans and re
 
establishing family and community ties.
 
For purposes of comparing the quality of services at
 
CCFs in.relation to CDC institutions, surveys were completed
 
at two department of corrections facilities, the California
 
Institution for Men (CIM) at Chino and the California
 
Rehabilitation Center (CRC) at Norco (Sechrest & Shichor,
 
1993).
 
Defining Quality .
 
The quality of services in correctional facilities is
 
difficult to measure, especially when different institutions
 
house different types of populations. The quality of
 
services are a concern of the facility administration, the
 
community, and the inmates housed in them. Sechrest and
 
Shichor (1993) utilized the framework suggested by Dilulio
 
(1987) which defined order, amenity, and service as critical
 
components of prison operations (Sechrest & Shichor, 1993).
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By order I mean the absence of individual or group
 
misconduct that threatens the safety of others....
 
By amenity I mean anything that enhances the
 
comfort of the inmates.... By service I mean
 
anything,that is intended to improve the life
 
prospects of the inmates...(Dilulio, 1987)
 
For this thesis only the category of order, which
 
includes privacy, safety, rules and regulations, and
 
crowding were used for purposes of comparing the facilities
 
studied.
 
Instrument Used
 
A survey instrument developed by the Urban Institute
 
(1991) and revised for use in the present study was used to
 
elicit opinions from staff and inmates at each site visited.
 
Program monitors (state employees assigned to facilities)
 
and treatment/program staff were also included (Sechrest &
 
Shichor, 1993).
 
Administration of Survevs
 
Inmate and staff were surveyed on one day at each
 
institution during the summer of 1992 using slightly
 
different forms of the survey (see Appendix A and B). inmate
 
/­
surveys.were administered in the following institutions:
 
Taft, Eagle Mountain, Adelanto, Orion, CIM (California
 
Institution for Men), and CrC (California Rehabilitation
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Center), and Ed Veit correction facilities. An effort was
 
made to administer surveys drawing inmates randomly from
 
living units, which was difficult in some cases due to
 
inmates being out of the units at various programs.
 
Nonetheless, officials were asked to select inmates from
 
these units based on randomly selected bed numbers. This was
 
least well implemented at Eagle Mountain. In spite of these
 
efforts, it is difficult to claim that Surveys were
 
completely random. This* was true also for the (CIM). CRC
 
surveys were conducted for staff and inmates in the East
 
Wing, or reception area, which has about 600 inmates. CIM
 
staff and inmate surveys were conducted in the East
 
Facility, which is the reception unit. This unit has about
 
800 inmates (Sechrest & ShiChor, 1993). Staff surveys were
 
conducted at Eagle-Mountain, Adelanto, Ed-Veit, Orion, Taft,
 
CRC, and CIM.
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Chapter 4
 
Data Analysis
 
The purpose of this study was to examine the quality of
 
services at Community Correction Facilities. This
 
information will be helpful in evaluating community-based
 
correction facilities and their effectiveness.
 
Description of Sample
 
The sample for thi's study were 219 inmates and 87 staff
 
from two public proprietary facilities, one private
 
proprietary, one private reentry facility, one state
 
operated reentry facility, and two state operated minimum
 
security facilities.
 
Inmates
 
The inmate population included in the sample is shown
 
in Table 4.1. Samples ranged from 5% for Orion to 24% for
 
Adelanto CCF, which was due to size of the facility and
 
availability of inmates for surveying.
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 Table 4.1
 
*
 
Frequency. Percentage of Inmate Population Distribution bv
 
Correction Facility
 
Facility n £
 
13.2
Taft 29
 
Eagle Mtn 27 12.3
 
Orion 22 10.0
 
Ed Veit 11 5.0
 
Adelanto 31 14.2
 
CRC 53 24.2
 
CIM ' 46 21.0
 
Total 219 100.0
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Ethnic make up of inmate population included 78 African
 
Americans (37.3%), 77 Whites (36.8%), 47 Hispanics (22.5%),
 
and 7 other (3.3%) for the remainder of the inmates
 
population. The breakdown by facility is shown in Table 4.2.
 
Table 4.2
 
Percentages of Inmate Population bv Correction Facility and
 
Ethnic Group
 
Afro-Amn White Hispanic Other Total
 
Facility a P a P a P n £ n P
 
Taft 12 5.7 • 7 3.3 9 4.3 0 .0 28 13.4
 
Eagle Mtn 8 3.8 11 5.3 6 2.9 1 .5 26 12.4
 
(
 
Orion 9 4.3 7 3.3 5 2.4 1 .5 22 10.5
 
Ed Veit 4 1.9 6 2.9 1 .5 0 .0 11 5.3
 
Adelanto 11 5.3 12 5.7 6 2.9 1 .5 30 14.4
 
CRC 19 9.1 20 9.6 8 3.8 3 1.4 50 23.9
 
CIM 15 7.2 14 6.7 12 5.7 1 .5 42 20.1
 
Total 78 37.3 77 36.8 47 22.5 7 3.3 209 100.0
 
Note. 10 cases were missing
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Forty-six percent of this sample were less than 30
 
years of age compared to 53.9% who were more than 30 years
 
old, as shown by facility in Table 4.3.
 
Table 4.3
 
Percentages of Inmate Aae Group bv Correction Facility
 
Total
Less than 3Oyrs More than 30yrs
 
Facility n P	 S P n £
 
7.3 29 13.2
5.9	 16
 
27 12.3
 
Taft 13
 
Eagle Mtn 10 4.6	 17 7.8
 
5.5 22 10.0
Orion 10 4.6	 12
 
5 2.7 11 5.0
Ed Veit 6 2.3
 
6.8 31 14.2
Adelanto 16 7.3 15
 
15.5 53 24.2
8.7	 34
 
46 21.0
 
CRC 19
 
CIM 28 12..8	 18 8.2
 
Total 102 46.2	 117 53.8 219 100.0
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Fifty-six percent of the inmates (56.2%) had less than
 
a 5th grade education compared to 43.8% with more than 6th
 
grade level of education which is shown by facility in Table
 
4.4.
 
Table 4.4 .
 
Percentages of Inmate Population bv Level of Education and
 
Correction Facilitv
 
Less than 5th grade More than 6th grade Total
 
Facility S £ n P n £
 
12 5.7 17 8.1 29 13.8
Taft
 
25 11.9
Eagle Mtn 11 5.2 14 6.7
 
3.8 22 10.5
Orion 14 6.7 8
 
1.0 11 5.2
Ed Veit 9 4.3 2
 
•
 
7.6 31 14.8
Adelanto 15 7.1 16
 
CRC 30 14.3 19 9.0 49 23.3
 
CIM 27 12.9 16 7.6 43 20.5
 
210 100.0
Total 118 56.2 92 43.8
 
Note. 9 cases were missing
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Forty'three percent (42.5%) of inmates had been in
 
their facility for less than two months, compared to 57.5%
 
with more than three months in their facility as shown in
 
Table 4.5.
 
Table 4.5
 
Percentages of Inmate Rooulation bv Correction Facility ID
 
and Length of Time at Facility
 
up to 2 months 3 months or more Total
 
Facility n P n P n P
 
Taft 8 3.7 21 9.6 29 13.3
 
Eagle Mtn 5 2.3 22 id.o 27 12.3
 
Orion 12 5.5 10 4.6 22 10.0
 
;
 
Ed Veit 10 4.6 1 .5 11 5.0
 
Adelanto 16 7.3 15' 6.8 31 14.2
 
CRC 14 6.4 39 17.8 53 24.2
 
CIM 28 12.8 18 8.2 46 21.0
 
Total 93 42.6 126 57.5 219 100.0
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staff!
 
The staff population surveyed ranged from a low of 8 in
 
Taft to a high of 18 in Eagle Mountain and CIM as shown in
 
Table 4.6.
 
Table 4.6
 
Frequency and Percentage of Staff Population Distribution by
 
Correction Facility
 
Facility n to P
 
o
 
Taft 8 9.2
 
Eagle mtn 18 20.7
 
Orion . 10 11.5
 
Ed Veit 13.6
11
 
Adelanto 8 9.2
 
CRC 13 15.1 ,
 
CIM 18
 
TOTAL 86 100.0
 
Note: 1 case was missing.
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Ethnic makeup of staff population included 13(15.3%)
 
African Americans, 53(62.4%) Whites, 17(20.0%) Hispanics and
 
two(2.3%) of inmates who identified themselves as "other" as
 
shown in Table 4.7.
 
Table 4.7
 
Percentages of Staff Population bv Correction Facility and
 
Ethnic Group
 
Facility Ethnicity Total
 
Afro-Amn White Hispanic Other
 
n . n n n n
 
Taft 7 8 9.3 
Eagle mtn 18 18 20.9 
Orion 2 4 3 1 10 11.6 
Ed Veit 4 5 1 1 11 12.8 
Adelanto 7 1 8 9.3 
CRC 4 6 2 12 15.1 
CIM 3 6 9 18 20.9 
Total N = 13 53 17 2 85 
P = 15.3 62.4 20.0 2.3 100.0 
Note. 2 cases were missing. 
-- data were not available 
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Thirty-two percent had six years or less of education
 
compared to 68% with more than six years of education, as
 
shown in Table 4.8.
 
Table 4.8
 
Percentacres of staff Population bv Level of Education and
 
Correction Facility ID
 
To Years 6 Years or More Total
 
Facility n P £ n P
■ i -'H 
Taft 3 3.5 5 5.9 8 9.4
 
, . 1
 
Eagle mtn 7 8.2 11 12.9 18 21.2
 
Orion 5 5.9 5 5.9 10
 11.8
 
Ed Veit r,- - ■ 11 12.9 11 12.9 
Adelanto 1 1.2 7 8.2 8 9.4
 
CRM 3 3.5 10 11.8 13 15.3
 
20.0
CIM 8 9.4 9 10.6 17
 
Total = 27 31.7 58 68.2 85 100.0
 
Note. 2 cases were missing,
 
- - data were not available
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Thirty-seven percent of all staff were 35 or less years
 
old while 63% were more than 36 years old, as shown in Table
 
4.9.
 
Table 4.9
 
Percentacres of Staff Aae Grouo bv Correction Facilitv
 
To 35 Years 36 Years or More Total
 
Facility n £ a P a P
 
•
 
Taft 3 3.7 5 6.2 8 9.9
 
■ 
Eagle Mtn 7 8.6 10 12.3 17 21.0
 
Orion 9 11.1 9 11.1
 
Ed Veit 2 2.5 8 9.9 10 12.3
 
Adelanto 2 2.5 * 6 7.4 8 9.9
 
CRC 2 2.5 13.6 13 16.1
11
 
CIM 5 6.2 11 13.6 16 19.8
 
Total = 30 37.1 51 63.0 81 100.0
 
Note. 6 cases were missing.
 
-- data were not available
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Forty-three percent of all staff had been working at
 
their facility for less than 24 month or less compared to
 
57% with 25 months and more experience, as shown in Table
 
4.10.
 
Table 4.10
 
Percentages of Staff Population bv Gorrection Facility and
 
Length of Time at Facility
 
ID To 24 Months 25 Months or More Total
 
n P n P n P
 
Taft 8.3 1 1.2 8 9.5 
Eagle Mtn 10.7 9 10.7 18 21.4 
Orion 3.6 6 7.1 9 10.7 
Ed Veit 3.^ 8 9.5 11 13.1 
Adelanto 8.3 7 8.3 
CRC 13 15.5 13 15.5 
CIM 8.3 11 13.1 18 21.4 
Total n = 36 42.8 48 57.1 84 100.0
 
Note. 1 case was missing.
 
- - data were not available
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 Independent variables measured for inmates and staff
 
were age, education, ethnicity (which were recoded into
 
dummy variables for analysis), number of years at a
 
1 ■ , ■ . ■ 
correctional facility (see table 4.11 and 4.13). Dependent 
variables were privacy, safety, rules and regulations, and 
facility crowding
 
Independent Measures For Inmates
 
The means,j medians, modes and standard deviation for
 
independent mea[sures (before data were recoded) are shown in
 
table 4.11. Th^se independent measures were recoded for use
 
in crosstabulation as shown, in earlier tables.
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Table 4.11
 
Independent Vairiables Mean. Median. Mode, and Standard
 
v - ! ' " ' ' ■ ' ■ 
Deviation Scords bv Inmates
 
I..
Independent Variables M Mdn mode SD
 
Education 6.51 5.00 4.00 11.16
 
Age 35.01 32.00 22.00 15.36
 
Month in facility 3.21 3.00 2.00 2.01
 
Dependent Measures For Inmates
 
The means^ medians, and modes are shown in Table 4.12
 
for dependent "vkariables. These scores were based on a 4­
point scale, with 4 being the best or highest score. For
 
I ' • ■ ■ . 
example, a score of 3.03 on safety means that most inmates
 
agree that the|facility is safe (4 would indicate "strongly
 
agree".)
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Table 4.12
 
Dependent Variables Mean. Median, Mode, and Standard
 
Deviation Scores bv Inmates
 
Dependent Varia.bles M Mdn mode
 
Privacy 2.58 3.00 3.00 1.06
 
Safety 3.03 3.00 3.00 1.23
 
Rules/Regulations 2.87 3.00 3.00 .93
 
Crowding 2.63 2.00 2.00 .96
 
Independent Measures For Staff
 
The means, medians, modes, and standard deviations for
 
independent var tables before data were receded are shown in
 
table 4.13. These scores were based on a 4-point scale, with
 
4 being the best or highest score.
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Table 4.13
 
Independent Variableg? Mean. Median. Mode, and Standard
 
Deviation Scores bv,Staff
 
Independent Variables M Mdn mode SD
 
Age 38.43 38.00 33.00 11.93
 
Education 8.65 7.00 7.00 10.04
 
Months in facility 42.94 27.50 16.00 41.20
 
Dependent Measures For Staff
 
The means, medians, and modes are shown in Table 4.14
 
for dependent variables. These scores were based on a 4­
point scale, with 4 being the best or highest score.
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Table 4.14
 
Dependent Variables Mean. Median. Mode, and Standard
 
Deviation Scores bv Staff
 
Dependent Variables M Mdn mode SD
 
Privacy 2.71 3.00 3.00 .84
 
Safety 2.91 3.00 3.00 .85
 
Rules and Regulations 2.83 3.00 3.00 .82
 
Facility Crowding 2.05 2.00 2.00 .89
 
For both staff and inmates at seven facilities tested.
 
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) were performed on all proposed
 
hypotheses. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was suitable to
 
these data becciuse it allowed for an examination of
 
deviations from the mean rates of each dependent variable,
 
Inmates
 
Analysis 6f inmate data before independent variables
 
*
 
were receded found non-significant results for the facility
 
crowding and safety hypotheses (p < .05) as shown in table
 
4.15 and 4.16. Analysis of privacy by age and time spent in
 
facility were Statistically significant (p < .05) as shown
 
in table 4.17. Further analysis of inmate data on the
 
proposed hypothesis of rules by levels of education was
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 statistically significant (p < .05) as shown in table 4.18
 
Straff
 
Non-significant results were found for all independent
 
variables by staff before data were receded as shown in
 
table 4.19 through table 4.22
 
Table 4.15
 
Analysis of Variance for Crowding bv Inmates
 
source df
 
Between Subjects
 
Crowding x Education 1.10
 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ 
Crowding x Time 11 1.24
 
Crowding x Age 33 1.06
 
Within Subjects
 
Crowding X Education 197
 
Crowding x Time 201
 
Crowding x Age 180
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Table 4.16 I 
■ • I 
! 
Tmalvsis of Variance for Safety bv Inmates 
Source df 
Safety x Educat 
Safety x Time 
Safety X Age 
ion 
I 
Between Subjects 
8 
11 
34 
1.07 
.81 
.92 
Safety x Education 
Safety x Time | 
Safety x Age 
within Subjects 
201 
206 
184 
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Table 4.17
 
Analysis of Variance for Privacy bv Inmates
 
Source
 
Priyacy x Education
 
Priyacy x Time
 
Privacy x Age
 
Privacy x Education
 
Privacy X Time
 
Privacy x Age
 
Note.* P < .05
 
df
 
Between Subjects
 
8
 
11
 
34
 
Within Subjects
 
201
 
206
 
184
 
1.18
 
2.03*
 
1.52*
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Table 4.18 
Analysis of Vaiiance for Rules bv Inmates 
Source ^ F 
Rules X Educatd 
Rules X Time 
Rules X Age 
on 8 
11 
34 
2.44* 
.55 
.94 
Rules X Educati 
Rules X Time 
Rules X Age 
on 
Within Subjects 
201 
206 
184 
Note. * D < .05 
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ v. ' 
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4 
Table 4.19 
Analysis of Vaiiance for Privacy bv Staff 
Source ^ F 
Privacy x Educa 
Privacy x Time 
Privacy x Age 
.tion 
, 
Between Subjects 
8 
3 
34 
1.74 
2.17 
.77 
Privacy x Educa 
Privacy x Time 
Privacy x Age 
ition 
Within Subjects 
73 
2 
46 
60
 
 Table 4.20 
Analysis of Variance for Safety by Staff 
Source df F 
Safety x Educat 
Safety x Time 
Safety x Age 
ion 
Between Subjects 
8 
3 
34 
1.51 
.17 
1.30 
Safety x Educat 
Safety x Time 
Safety x Age 
ion 
Within Subjects 
76 
2 
48 
61
 
  
 
 
' . I 
Table 4.21 
Analvsis of Variance for Crowdina bv Staff 
Source df F 
Crowding x Educ 
Crowding x Time 
Crowding x Age 
ation 
Between Subjects 
8 
3 
34 
.67 
.17 
.90 
Crowding x Educ 
Crowding x Time 
Crowding x Age 
ation 
/ 
Within Subjects 
• 74 
2 
46 
. ■ 
62
 
Table 4.22
 
Analysis of Variance for Rules bv Staff
 
Source
 
Rules X Educatijon
 
Rules X Time
 
Rules X Age
 
I
 
Rules X Educatiion
 
i
 
Rules X Time
 
Rules X Age
 
df
 
Between Subjects
 
8
 
3
 
34
 
Within Subjects
 
74
 
2
 
47
 
1.36
 
.17
 
.80
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Inmates Recode
 
Analysis of inmate data after independent variables
 
were receded showed statistical significant results for the
 
proposed hypothesis of privacy by levels of education and
 
other ethnic group (p < .05) as shown in table 4.23.
 
Analysis of privacy by months in correction facility, age,
 
and ethnicity (Afro-American, Hispanic, White) yielded non
 
significant results, as shown in table 4.23.
 
Analysis of the hypothesis of rules and regulations for
 
inmates was significant for Afro-Americans (p < .05),
 
however non-significant results were found for Hispanics,
 
Whites, others, month in facility, education, and age, as
 
shown in table 4,24.
 
Significant results were obtained for Hispanics, other,
 
and White inmates on the proposed hypothesis of facility
 
crowding for inimtes (p < .05). Non-significant results
 
were obtained for Afro-Americans, age, education, and years
 
in facility, as shown in table 4.25. Significant results
 
were also obtained for Hispanic inmates on the safety
 
hypothesis (p < .05) while non-significant results were
 
obtained for Afro-Americans, Whites, others, years in
 
facility, education, and age. (Table 4.26).
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Table 4.23
 
Independent Variables.
 
Source
 
Privacy X Time
 
Privacy X Afro-Amns
 
Privacy x Hispanics
 
Privacy x Whites
 
Privacy x Others
 
Privacy x Age
 
Privacy x Educc.tion
 
Privacy x Time
 
Privacy X Afro-Amns
 
Privacy X Hispanics
 
Privacy x Whites
 
Privacy x Others
 
Privacy x Age
 
Privacy x Education
 
Note. * p < .05
 
Between Subjects 
,1; ■ 
1
 
1
 
1
 
1
 
within Subjects
 
217
 
217
 
217
 
217
 
217
 
217
 
208
 
F
 
.01
 
.73
 
.29
 
.28
 
2.21*
 
2.79
 
4.21*
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 Table 4.24
 
Analysis of Variance for Rules and Regulations bv Inmates
 
Source df 
Between Subjects 
Rules X Age 1 ■ ' ■ .55 
Rules X AfrO'Airiins 8.58* 
Rules X Hispanics 2.00 
Rules X Whites 1 " .40 
Rules X Others 1 .14 
Rules X Education 1 .07 
Rules X Time .75 
Within Subjects 
Rules X Age 'r,' 211 . 
Rules X Afro-Amns ; ■ 2:17\ 
Rules X Hispanics 217 
Rules X Whites , 211 : 
Rules X Others 217 
Rules X Education 208 
Rules X Time 217 
Note. * p < .05 
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 Table 4.25
 
Analysis of Variance for Crowding bv Inmates
 
Source
 
Crowding x Age
 
Crowding x Afro-Amns
 
Crowding X Hispanics
 
Crowding X Whites
 
Crowding x Others
 
Crowding x Education
 
Crowding x Time
 
Crowding x Age
 
Crowding x Afro-AmnS
 
crowding X Hispanics
 
Crowding x Whites
 
Crowding X Others
 
Crowding x Education
 
Crowding x Time
 
Note. * p < .05
 
df
 
Between Subjects
 
1
 
1
 
1
 
1
 
■ 1
 
1
 
1
 
Within Subjects
 
212
 
212
 
212
 
212
 
212
 
204
 
212
 
1.31
 
.55
 
9.35*
 
3.45*
 
7.23*
 
.09
 
.23
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Table 4.26
 
Analysis of Variance for Safety bv Inmates
 
df
Source
 
Between Subjects 
Safety X Age | , .'T ■ ■ ■ .06 
.06
Safety x Afro-Ainns 1 ' ■ 
3.40*Safety X Hispanics 1
 
Safety X whitesj .34
 
' ''
 
Safety X Others ■ -l' ■ .47 
Safety x Educatiion 1 .09 
Safety x Time j ■ ■ ■ 1 .24 
within Subjects
 
Safety x Age 217
 
Safety X Afro-Amns 217
 
Safety x Hispariics 217
 
■ ' I. " '
 
Safety x whites 217
 
i
 
. ■ . I ,
 
217
Safety x other^
 
Safety x Educatiioh 204
 
Safety X Time 217
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Staff Recode
 
Analysis of staff data after independent variables were
 
recpded was statistically significant for the proposed
 
hypothesis of pjcivacy by levels of education and other
 
I . ■ ■' ■ ■ 
ethnic group (p, < .05) while non-significant results were 
found for Afro-Americans, Whites, Hispanics, age, and months 
in facility, asi shown in table 4.27. 
Further analysis of staff data revealed non-significant 
results for thej proposed hypothesis of rules and regulations 
on all independent measures, as shown in table 4.28. 
Results of staff data on facility crowding were 
significant for Afro-Americans, Whites, and months in 
facility (p < .'05.) while non-significant results were found 
for education and age, as shown in table 4.29. 
Analysis Of staff data on the safety hypothesis 
. ■ "i ' ■ ■ ■ ^ ■ 
revealed non-significant results for all independent 
variables, as shown in table 4.30. 
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Table 4;27
 
Analysis of Variance for Privacy bv Staff
 
Source
 
Between Subjectis
 
Priyacy x Time ;
 
Privacy x Afro-JUnns
 
Privacy x Hispahics
 
Privacy x Whites
 
Privacy x Otheris
 
Privacy x Age
 
Privacy.X Education
 
Privacy x Time|
 
Privacy x AfrO-Amns
 
Privacy x Hispanics
 
Privacy x whites
 
Privacy x Others
 
Privacy x Age
 
Privacy x Education
 
Note. * p 	< .0$
 
1
 
1
 
1
 
1
 
1
 
1
 
1
 
within Subj	ects
 
79
 
81
 
81
 
81
 
81
 
77
 
80
 
.41
 
.22
 
.23
 
1.93
 
4.97*
 
.36
 
6.56*
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Table 4.28
 
Analysis of Variance for Rules and Regulations bv Staff
 
Source
 
Rules X Age
 
Rules X Afro-Amns
 
Rules X Hispanics
 
Rules X Whites
 
Rules X Others
 
Rules X Education
 
Rules X Time
 
Rules X Age
 
Rules X Afro-Amns
 
Rules X Hispanics
 
Rules X Whites
 
Rules X Others
 
Rules X Education
 
Rules X Time
 
Note. * p < .05
 
df
 
Between Subjects
 
1
 
1
 
1
 
1
 
1
 
1
 
1
 
Within Subjects
 
78
 
82
 
82
 
82
 
82
 
81
 
80
 
.35
 
2.02
 
.00
 
.17
 
1.36
 
.25
 
.04
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 Table 4.29
 
Analysis of Variance for Crowding bv Staff
 
Source
 
Crowding x Age
 
Crowding x Afro-Anois
 
Crowding x Hispanics
 
Crowding x Whites
 
Crowding X Others
 
Crowding x Education
 
Crowding x Time
 
Crowding x Age :
 
Crowding x Afro-Amns
 
Crowding x Hispdnics
 
i
 
Crowding x Whites
 
Crowding x Others
 
■ 1 
Crowding X Education 
Crowding x Time ■ 
Note. * p < .05
 
df
 
Between Subjects
 
1 1.96
 
1 12.40*
 
1 
.06
 
1 4.78*
 
1 
.77
 
1 .74 
l'- ■■ 5.54* 
Within Subjects
 
77
 
82
 
82
 
82
 
82
 
81
 
80
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 Table 4.30 ;
 
Analysis of variance for Safety bv Staff
 
Source
 
Safety x Age
 
Safety x Afro-Aiiins
 
Safety x Hispanics 
Safety x whites 
Safety x Others , 
Safety X Education 
Safety x Time 
Safety X Age 
Safety X Afro-Amns 
Safety X Hispanics 
Safety X Whites 
Safety X Others-
Safety X Education 
Safety X Time 
Note, p < .05 
£
 
Between Subjects
 
1 .76
 
' 1 ■ ■ ■. • .01
 
1 3 .06
 
1 .25
 
1 3.49 
1 . .24
 
1 1.60 
Within Subjects
 
79
 
84
 
84
 
84
 
84
 
83
 
82 1
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To further iassess for significant differences on
 
dependent variables mea'sured between and within private
 
community correction facilities (Eagle-Mountain, Orion) and
 
public correction facilities (Ed Veit, Adelanto, Taft, CRC,
 
CIM), a posteriori test was implemented. Specifically,
 
another test of variance (ANOVA) was performed on proposed
 
dependent stimulus (safety, crowding, rules and regulations,
 
privacy) followed by Scheffe Multiple Comparison Test. The
 
latter test allows for the between group comparison of
 
correction facility means on each dependent variable and the
 
reduction of Type I error in the process of data analysis.
 
Analysis of inmates dependent variables indicated
 
significant results for* crowding, privacy, and rules and
 
i ■ ' 
regulations (p <; .05) as shown in table 4.31. Post-hoc
 
analysis (Scheffe) of jbetween group mean scores showed that
 
CRC and CIM facilities were more significant on the crowding
 
hypothesis than Taft, Eagle-Mountain, Orion, Ed-Veit, and
 
Adelanto correction facilities. Significant differences were
 
also found for Eagle-Mountain, Ed-Veit, Adelanto, and Orion
 
on Privacy variable, as shown in table 4.32.
 
Analysis of staff dependent variable showed significant
 
results on all 'dependent measures (p <.05) as shown in table
 
4.33. Post-hoc analysis of between group mean differences
 
for Safety variable indicated a significant mean score for
 
i . - ' • ' ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ' 
Orion, Ed-Veit,: Adelanto, and Taft correction facilities.^
 
Further post-hoc analysis of staff data showed significant
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mean scores for CRC facility on the crowding variable, while
 
Eagle-Mountain, CRC, and CIM facilities Were significant on
 
the Privacy vari^able. The Rules and Regulations variable was
 
only significant for Orion (furlough) correction facilities,
 
as shown in table 4.34.
 
. ■ i ' ■ . ■ , ■ 
Table 4.31 i
 
Analvsis of Variance for Inmates on Safetv. Rules and
 
Regulations. Crowding, and Privacv bv Correction Facilities
 
Source ^ —
 
_ ! '
 
Between Subjects
 
Correction facility x Safety 6 1.71
 
Correction facility x Crowding 6 9.24*
 
Correction facility x Privacy 6 32.92*
 
Correction faci|lity X Rules 6 2.92*
 
Within Subjects
 
Correction facility x safety 212
 
Correction facility x Crowding 212
 
Correction facility x Privacy 212
 
Correction facility x Rules 212
 
Note. * n < .05
 
A I
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Table 4.32 i •
 
.qcheffe Multiple: Comparison Test for Ininai--eR Dependent
 
Variables Mean Scores bv Correction Facilities
 
Dependent Variable
 
Correction facility Crowding Safety Privacy Rules
 
2.48 NS
2.59 NS
Taft '
 
3.67* NS
Eagle-Mtn 2.70 NS
 
2.27 NS 3.18* NS
Orion
 
NS 3.64* NS
Ed-Veit j . 1.91
 
NS 3.26* NS
Adelanto 1.93
 
1.89 NS
3.22* NS
 
' 1
 
CRC i
 
2.75* NS 1.83 NS
CIM
 
Note. * Indicates significant differences.
 
NS- No two groups are significantly different at the
 
.050 level.
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 Table 4.33
 
Analysis of Variance for Staff on Safety. Rules and
 
Regulations. Crowding, and Priyacy by Correction Facilities
 
Source ^ £
 
Between Subjects
 
Correction facility X safety 6 10.38*
 
Correction facility X crowding 6 4.62*
 
Correction facility X Priyacy 6 4.27*
 
■ , ■ ' ' . i ■ , • . 
Correction facility X Rules 6 2.83*
 
within subjects
 
Correction facility X Safety 79
 
Correction facility X Crowding 77
 
Correction facility X Priyacy 76
 
77
 
Note. * n < .05
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 Table 4.34
 
Scheffe Multiple ComDarison Test for Staff Dependent
 
Variables Mean Scores bv Correction Facilities
 
j ■ ■ ■ ' ■■ ■ 
♦ 
Dependent Variable
 
Correction facility Crowding Privacy Safety Rules
 
Orion 1.89 2.70 3.80* 3.50*
 
Ed Veit 1.80 1.78 3.45* 3.11
 
Adelanto 1.50 2.38 3.13* 2.88
 
Taft 1.63 2.75 3.13* 3.13
 
Eagle-Mtn 1.78 3.00* 3.00* 2.78
 
CRC 2.92* 3.15* 2.54 2.62
 
CIM 2.33 3.11* 2.06 2.39
 
Note. * Indicates significant differences
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 Measurement of relationship between dependent and
 
independent variables for inmates revealed a weak
 
correlation, r = +\- 0.01 to +\- 0.38 as shown in table
 
4.35.
 
•
 
Table 4.35
 
Correlation between Independent and Dependent Variables for
 
Inmates
 
Inmates (N =219)
 
EDUC AGE CF ETH R/R SAF CRW PRI TIM
 
ED 1.0000 .3833 .0813 -.0608 -.1487 -.0934 .1281 -.0644 -.0152
 
AG .3833 1.0000
 
OF .0813 .0947 1.0000
 
ET -.0608 -.0715 -.0260 1.0000
 
R -.1487 -.0252 -.1892-.1700 1.0000
 
SA -.0934 -.0875-.0382 .0989 -.0491 1.0000
 
CR .1281 .0604 .3423 -.1615 -.1725 -.2360 1.0000
 
PR -.0644 -.0873-.6198 -.0059 .1785 .1178 -.2665 1.0000
 
TIM-.0152 .0191 -:.1343 .0963 -.0666 -.1279 .0187 .0194 1.0000
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similar results were found between independent and
 
dependent variables for staff, r = +\- 0.10 to -tj\- 0.55 as
 
shown in table 4i.36.
 
Table 4.36
 
Correlation between Independent and Dependent Variables for
 
Staff
 
Staff (N =87) :
 
OF AG , ED ETH TIM PRI CRD SAP R/R
 
CP 1.0000 .1543 : .1319 .1019 .4792 .2624 .5445 -.3788 - .2105
 
AG .1542 1.0000 :
 
ED .1319 .3739 1.0000
 
ETH .1019 -.0162 j .1208 1.0000
 
TIM .4792 .0947 ' .1405 .0551 1.0000
 
PRI .2624 -.1199 -.2008 .0381 .1408 1.0000
 
CRD .5445 .0444 .0399 -.0090 .4206 .1581 l.OOOO
 
SAP-.3788 -.0014 -.2136 -*.1110 -.0415 -.1340 -.3170 1.0000
 
R/R-.2105 -.0989 i-.1613 .1972 -.0801 -.3266 -.1112 .5102 1.0000
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Chapter 5
 
Summary and Conclusions
 
The present study .was designed to examine the efficacy
 
of community corrections from the views of its staff and
 
inmates. Community corrections were the products of prison
 
privatization in the 1980s as prison population grew to its
 
highest in more than a decade. Initially this idea received
 
rave reviews among law makers and the public, for it was
 
Seen as a viable alternative to resolving an ongoing crisis
 
of prison crowding. Even though this initial goal appeared
 
to have been worthy, it slowly began to show some signs of
 
difficulty, as numerous quality and management issues began
 
to hamper its efficiency. Many researchers have attempted to
 
investigate some of these problems which included safety,
 
crowding, ineffective rules and regulation, and the lack of
 
privacy for inmates and staff. Recent research by Sechrest
 
and Shichor in (1996) was designed to provide a comparison
 
of public and private institutions including both furlough
 
and non furlough facilities regarding their cost
 
effectiveness and to provide an overall measure of their
 
quality of services. Sechrest and Shichor found that costs
 
could not be compared between private and public facilities
 
due to lack of data on capital expenditures. However, they
 
suggested that studies on the quality of inmate life in
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 those facilities studied were needed in order to fully draw
 
conclusions in the areas of order and safety.
 
The present study was an attempt to replicate Sechrest
 
and Shichor's 1996 study while adding more dimensions of
 
inmates and staff experiences of prison life and furlough
 
facilities. It was hypothesized that inmates and staff in
 
private and public facilities, with regard to differences in
 
age, ethnicity, level of education, and number of months in
 
facility will differ on their views of safety, order,
 
privacy, and facility crowding. This study utilized a
 
Secondary data collected by Sechrest and Shichor (1993) on
 
inmates and staff's opinions and concerns about the quality
 
of services in seven community correctional facilities. The
 
subject population were 219 inmates and 87 staff that were
 
surveyed by Sechrest and Shichor (1993). Since several
 
independent variables were proposed, three experimental
 
designs were selected for better data manipulation, control
 
and analyses. The factorial design, specifically the
 
Analysis of variance statistics (ANOVA) was employed for a
 
primary and seCjOndary assessments of independent variables
 
data. For the primary data analyses, overall data of
 
independent measures were analyzed for statistical
 
significance. The secondary measurement involved a matching
 
design which allowed individual subjects' data and responses
 
to be receded as to the specificity of proposed independent
 
variables. This design also made it possible to assign
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subjects into one of twO comparative groups.
 
Essentially, a matching experimental design was adopted
 
because it allowed for accurate statistical assessment of
 
independent variables mean scores by groups. The last
 
experimental design was a correlational assessment which was
 
used to determine the degree of relationship between
 
independent and dependent measures. Specifically, a cross—
 
tabulation/bivariate analysis method was needed for
 
analyzing for relationships between independent and
 
dependent variables.
 
Overall analyses of inmates and staff data were vastly
 
different on all independent and dependent measures. Results
 
of data analyses before independent variables were receded
 
were statistically significant for privacy by age, and
 
number of months spent in facility; rules and regulations by
 
levels of education, while non-significant results were
 
obtained for all independent variables by staff, p < .05.
 
However, results of staff data after independent
 
variables were receded seemed more comparative to inmate.
 
Analyses of staff data after independent variables were
 
receded was statistically significant for the proposed
 
hypothesis of privacy by levels of education and other-

ethnic group; facility crowding was also statistically
 
significant for Afro-Americans, Whites, and years in
 
correction facility, p < .05. Analyses of inmates data
 
after independent variables were receded found statistical
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significance for privacy by levels of education and other-

ethnic group; rules and regulations were statistically
 
significant for Afro-Americans; facility crowding by
 
Hispanics, Whites, and other—ethnic group were also
 
significant, p < .05.
 
Similar results were obtained for staff and inmates on
 
♦ 
dependent measures except on safety which was non
 
significant for inmates. However post-hoc analysis test
 
(Scheffe) showed that inmates were more concerned with
 
crowding and privacy, while staff were mostly concerned with
 
safety, rules and regulations, and crowding. Even though
 
post-hoc analysis test (Scheffe) confirmed Ed Veit (furlough
 
public) and Orion (furlough private) correction facilities
 
to be statistically significant on privacy and safety. A
 
review of these results indicated no significant differences
 
between these correction facilities. Moreover, the
 
correlational assessment revealed a weak relationship
 
between the experimental and outcome variables for staff and
 
inmates.
 
These results not only showed support for various
 
facets of proposed hypotheses, it also revealed those issues
 
that are currently plaguing community correction today. It
 
is clear from these findings that facility crowding is anti-

efficient. Surely a facility that handles more than its
 
optimum capacity is bound to create many problems for its
 
residents. Certainly a crowded space is an inefficient one
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as more effort will be needed by staff to maintain law and
 
order over vast number of inmates. This in turn will not
 
only compromise the efficacy of staff with regard to their
 
ability to enforce facility rules and regulations. It too
 
can compromise safety and privacy for staff and inmates
 
alike.
 
These rtesults indicates that community corrections are
 
beginning to show some 6f those characteristics that have
 
consistently plagued and negatively affected the
 
effectiveness of public correction facilities. These finding
 
symbolizes a cry for reassessment of current community
 
corrections facilities and programs.
 
Even though these results have provided some genuine
 
insights into the dynamics of community corrections
 
programs, the fact that secondary data were used to derive
 
these findings tends to invalidate any of these predictions.
 
Numerous limitations abound whenever secondary data is
 
used for assessments; i« this case the facilities surveyed
 
did not include all staff and inmates. Only a fraction of
 
staff at each facility were surveyed. Assessment of quality
 
of life issues were limited to those considered important.
 
Thus it is imperative that future research on the quality of
 
services in community corrections should be multtfaceted and
 
comprehensive, one that includes all areas of community
 
correction life and programs, which in turn can increase
 
external validity.
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 APPENDIX A
 
California State University, San Bernardino
 
Community Correctional Facility Project
 
FACILITY SURVEY
 
Facility Name: 	 Date:_ ^
 
General Instructions:
 
This survey asks questions about how you view this
 
facility. YOUR INDIVIDUAL RESPONSES WILL BE KEPT
 
COMPLETELY CONFIDENTIAL. '
 
Some questions ask; for information over the last
 
six months. If you have not been her for six
 
months, answer for the time you have been here. If
 
you cannot give an exact answer to a question,
 
please make your best guess. On questions asking
 
for your opinion, select the one answer that best
 
represents your view. On questions asking for
 
numbers, give your best estimate.
 
THANK yOU for your cooperation!
 
1. How long have you been at this facility?
 
Years • ' Months
 
2. How much longer do you think it will be before
 
you are released? (Check one only)
 
Less than 1 month
 
1 month
 
. 2-3 months
 
__ 	4-6 months
 
7-9 months
 
10-12 months
 
1 year or more
 
3. How much do you agree or disagree with the following
 
statements about the current situation at this
 
institution? For each item price one check mark
 
(X)that shows your current view.
 
Strongly Strongly
 
This facility is: Disagree Disagree AGREE AGREE
 
a. Safe for inmates. ___ ■ ^ ' 
b. Safe for staff. 	 ___
 
G. Crowded. 	 ____
 
d. Well run.
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4. In the LAST SIX MONTHS (or if you have been here
 
less than six months, since you've been here) tell us
 
how much of the following has occurred.
 
a. How many physical fights have there been between
 
inmates?
 
Number (write in your best estimate)
 
b. How many physical fights have there been between
 
inmates and staff?
 
Number (write in your best estimate)
 
5. Not counting routine inspections, how many searches
 
of living areas/rooms for contraband have there been in
 
your housing unit during the LAST SIX MONTHS?
 
(write in your best estimate)
 
Number
 
6. How many strip or pat searches have YOU had during
 
the LAST SIX MONTHS? not including those required when
 
you have visitors)
 
a. - STRIP SEARCHES (write in your best estimate)
 
Number
 
b. ____ PAT SEARCHES (write in your best estimate)
 
Number
 
7. In the PAST SIX MONTHS, how often have staff members
 
had to use force to restrain inmates? (Check one only)
 
Never Sometimes Often Very Often
 
8. In your opinion, are the numbers of staff here
 
adequate to provide for the safety of the inmates on
 
the following shifts?
 
Not Adequate very
 
Adequate Adequate
 
Day shift?
 
Swing shift?
 
Midnight shift?
 
9. How free are the inmates to move about this
 
institution in authorized areas in their free time
 
DURING THE DAY? (check one only)
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Not at all Slightly Moderately ^Very free
 
10. How free are the inmates to move about this
 
institution in authorized areas in their free time
 
during the evening?
 
(Check one only)
 
Not at all Slightly Moderately _Very free
 
11. How much say do inmates about what activities they
 
do here during the evening? (Check one Only)
 
_None at all A moderate amount
 
^Very little ' great deal
 
12. How much say do inmates have about what activities
 
they do here during the evening? (Check one only)
 
None at all A moderate amount
 
^Very Little A moderate amount
 
13. How much say do STAFF have over what activities
 
inmates do here during the day? (Check one only)
 
None at all A moderate amount
 
very little A great deal
 
14. How much say do STAFF have over what activities
 
inmates do here during the evening? (Check one only)
 
None at all A moderate amount
 
Very little A great deal
 
15. How much do you agree or disagree with the
 
following statements about STAFF at this institution?
 
For each item place one check mark (X) that shows your
 
current viewj
 
Strongly 
Disagree Disagree AGREE 
Would you say staff: 
a. Do their jobs well. 
Strongly 
AGREE 
b. Are fair with inmates 
c. Keep the facility safe. _ ,
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d. Try to prevent fights
 
between inmates
 
e. Give inmates
 
conflicting infermat.ion._
 
f. Listen to inmate
 
complaints. __
 
g. Give inmates clear
 
instructions. _ _
 
h. Tell inmates about
 
rules they have to
 
follow. _ _
 
i. Let inmates visit with
 
friends.
 
j. Are really interested
 
in helping inmates. __ _
 
k. Would do a better job
 
if they had more
 
training.
 
16. How much do you agree or disagree with the
 
following statements about the current situation at
 
this institution? For each item place one check mark
 
(X) that shows your current view.
 
Strongly 
Disagree Disagree AGREE 
Strongly 
AGREE 
a. My area/room looks 
good. 
b. My room/area has 
too many things in 
it. 
c. My room/area is a
 
good place to
 
spend time.
 
d. My room/area is
 
quiet.
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e. My room/area was in
 
good shape when I
 
got here. *
 
f. Since I have to be
 
here, this facility
 
is a good place to
 
spend time.
 
g. Generally, the
 
facility is quiet. ^
 
h. Overall, the
 
facility is clean __ __
 
i. The food tastes 
good. ■ 
j. The food portions
 
are too small. __
 
k. There is not enough
 
choice in the food
 
served here.
 
1. A good variety of
 
recreation is
 
available. '
 
m. I can use the
 
bathroom when I want
 
to.
 
n. Toilets and showers
 
usually work right. '
 
o. There is a lot of
 
time when I do
 
nothing.
 
17. Have you ever filed a grievance against the staff
 
in charge of your unit?
 
No---.
 
I
 
• I
 
a. why? {Check all that apply)
 
I have never had any major complaints
 
I thought it would be useless
 
I was afraid of trouble from staff
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 The problems have been taken care of^ 
without filing a complaint 
Other (fill' in) ■ ' ■ . 
Yes-

b. Generally, were the problems that led you t
 
to make your complaint taken care of your
 
satisfaction? (Check one only)
 
Not at all
 
Partially
 
Completely
 
The next series of questions ask about your experience
 
with programs at this facility.
 
18. In the PAST SIX MONTHS (or if you've been here for
 
less than 6 months, since you have been here) how
 
frequently have vou t-alked with each of fhe following
 
Staff about personal problems you might be having?
 
(Check one for each letter.)
 
Never Rarely Sometimes Often
 
a. Social Worker, psy
 
chologist, psychia
 
trist
 
b. Correctional staff
 
c. Teachers
 
d. Chaplain
 
e. Other staff members
 
19.How often have you had an individual session with a
 
counselor during the PAST MONTH? (If you have been here
 
less than a month, since you arrived?)
 
Number of times
 
20. Have you been able to see a counselor as often as
 
you want to?
 
(Check one only)
 
No • Yes
 
21. Are you in a counseling group that meets regularly?
 
No Yes
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 22. Do you think more counseling help is needed at this
 
facility?
 
(Check one only)
 
No Yes
 
23. How satisfied are you with the counseling services
 
you received?
 
(Check one only)
 
Very satisfied
 
Somewhat satisfied
 
Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied
 
Somewhat dissatisfied
 
_Very dissatisfied
 
24. Have you received vocational or job counseling at
 
this facility?
 
No- - -.
 
I
 
a. why not? '
 
Yes-

b. How satisfied are you with the vocational
 
or job counseling you received? (Check one only)
 
Very satisfied
 
Somewhat satisfied
 
_Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied
 
"somewhat dissatisfied
 
"very dissatisfied
 
25. Have you completed--or are you now in --a work
 
training program here?
 
^No- - -.
 
I ■
 
a. Would you like to be in a work training
 
program?
 
(check one only)
 
Very satisfied
 
Somewhat satisfied
 
Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied
 
Somewhat dissatisfied
 
^Very dissatisfied
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 c. When you are released, would you like to work in a
 
field that uses what you have learned in the training
 
program? (Check one only)
 
No Yes
 
d. Do you think the work training you have done here
 
will help you line up a job? (Check pne only)
 
No Yes
 
26. Have you received any help in making contact with
 
people in the Community about getting a job when are
 
released? (Check one only) ,
 
■■ '.NO' ■ ' -YeS": 
27. Do you have a specific job lined up when you get
 
out? (Check one only)
 
No Yes
 
28. Which of the following education programs are you
 
currently or have you completed, while you've been
 
here?
 
Currently Completed
 
; . Enrolled
 
Basic education courses ___
 
G.E.D. ■ 
a. If you are CURRENTLY ENROLLED, about how many hours
 
a week you spend in classes?
 
Hours per week
 
29. How,satisfied are you with the education programs
 
here? (Check one only)
 
Very satisfied .
 
Somewhat satisfied
 
jNeither satisfied nor dissatisfied
 
"somewhat dissatisfied
 
"very dissatisfied
 
30. Do you think you will continue your education after
 
leaving here? (Check one only)
 
No Yes
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 31. About how many hours a week do you spend on chores
 
or work assignment?
 
Hours per week
 
32. HOW satisfied are you with the chores or work
 
assignments that you ha.ve to do here? (Check one only)
 
Very satisfied
 
Somewhat satisfied
 
JSleither satisfied nor dissatisfied
 
"Somewhat dissatisfied
 
'very dissatisfied
 
33. Are you taking part in any program or counseling
 
service about alcohol abuse?
 
■ ■NO' ­
I 
V a. Would you like to be in such a program? 
No 	 Yes (Check one only) 
; ^Yes"'- - ■ ■ 
b. How satisfied are with the alcohol 
program here? (Check one only) 
Very 	satisfied 
Somewhat satisfied
 
_Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied
 
"somewhat dissatisfied
 
"very dissatisfied
 
34. Are you taking part in any program or counseling 
service for drug abuse? 
No --­
a. 	Would you like to be in such a program? 
No Yes (Check one only) 
Yes - - ­
b. HOW satisfied are you with the drug 
program here? (Check one only) 
Very satisfied 
Somewhat satisfied 
"Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied 
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Somewhat dissatisfied
 
"very dissatisfied
 
35. In the PAST MONTH (or if you've been here for less
 
than a month, since you have been here) how many
 
different times have you had visitors?
 
• • • Number of visits in past month '
 
36. How much trouble is it for your family and friends
 
to come to visit you here? (Check one only) ^
 
.	 No trouble at all
 
A little trouble
 
Some trouble
 
A lot of trouble
 
37. How satisfied are you with the rules on having
 
visits from family or friends? (Check one only)
 
Very satisfied
 
Somewhat satisfied
 
Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied
 
'somewhat dissatisfied
 
"Very dissatisfied
 
38. How would you rate you own health? Would you say
 
your health is:
 
Poor 	 Fair Good Excellent
 
39^ 	Compared to when 1 first came here, my health is,
 
now:
 
Worse 	 The same Better off
 
40. How satisfied are you with the medical services at
 
this facility? (Check one only)
 
Very satisfied
 
Somewhat satisfied
 
Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied
 
"Somewhat dissatisfied
 
2very dissatisfied
 
41. How satisfied are you with the medical staff at
 
this facility?(Check one only)
 
^Very satisfied
 
Somewhat satisfied
 
"Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied
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Sbmewhat dissdtisfded
 
"very dissatisfied
 
42. This next question concerns how you have been
 
feeling this PAST WEEK. Think back over the past week
 
and place s-n "x" for each letter.
 
Once or Almost
 
Never Twice Often Always
 
a. Fearful or afraid
 
b. Sad or depressed
 
c. Angry
 
d. Mixed-up or confused
 
e. Tense
 
f. Had trouble sleeping
 
g. Had trouble with a .
 
poor appetite
 
h. Had trouble with
 
indigestion or
 
heartburn
 
i. Fatigued or tired
 
43. DO you think being in this program at this facility

is going to help you stay out of trouble after your
 
release? (Check one only)
 
No Yes
 
44. How likely is it that, after your release, you will
 
have trouble with the law? (Check one only)
 
Extremely likely
 
Likely
 
"Not very likely
 
"Not at all likely
 
45. How far away is your home from here (in miles)?
 
Miles
 
46. Do you consider yourself?
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 Asian or Pacific Islander j
 
"Black/African American (Non-Hispanic)
 
"white(Non-Hispanic)
 
"Hispanic
 
"Native American, Eskimo, or Aleut
 
47. Before you got here, what was the highest grade you
 
completed in school? (Check one only)
 
_8th grade or less
 
_9th grade
 
_10th grade
 
"llth grade
 
G.E.D. certificate
 
High school or vocational school graduate
 
(NOT G.E.D.)
 
Some college
 
^Community College Degree (AA, AS, etc.)
 
_Bachelor's degree (BA, BS, etc.)
 
Graduate work withoiit Bachelor's Degree; Units
 
"completed:
 
Graduate work with Bachelor's Degree: Units
 
completed:
 
^Graduate degree (Master's Degree or above)
 
48., How old were you on your last birthday?
 
_____ Years old
 
49. what is your primary (initial) commitment offense
 
(other than "parole violation")
 
Primary commitment offense:
 
50. Is this vour first commitment to a CDC facility?
 
Yes
 
■ ■ ■ No . '■ \­
THANK YOU AGAIN FOR YOUR HELP! 
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APPENDIX B
 
California State University/ San Bernardino
 
Community Correctional Facility Project
 
STAFF SURVEY ■ 
Institution: ^ Date:_
 
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS: The purpose of this survey is to
 
learn about vour general impressions of this facility.
 
We are interested in your concerns about safety, living
 
conditions, quality of services provided to residents,
 
and how you see the institution as a place to work. If
 
you cannot give an exact answer to a question, please
 
make your best guess. On questions asking for your
 
opinion, select the one answer that best represents
 
your view.
 
Some questions ask for information over the last six 
months. If you have not worked at this facility for six 
months, answer these items for the time you have been 
here. ' , ■ , ;; 
For each question either enter the number requested or
 
place a check mart (X) in the space provided.
 
Your responses will be kept completely confidential.
 
Data wiil be reported only in group form.
 
Thank you for your cooperation!
 
1. How long have you been working for your current
 
employer? ^
 
Years Months
 
How long have you been working at this facility?
 
Years ' Months
 
3. HOW many other local or state correctional
 
facilities have you worked in before this one? (If this
 
is the only facility you have worked in, put a zero (0)
 
on the line.
 
Local (county, city) State
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3a. What kind of work did you do prior to coming to
 
this facility, and for about how long?
 
4. What.is your job title and major responsibilities?
 
The following questions focus on your overall view of
 
this facility and, more specifically, on its level of
 
safety for inmates and staff.
 
5. How much do you agree or disagree with the following
 
statements about the current situation at this
 
facility? For each item place one check mark (or "X")
 
that shows your current view.
 
Strongly . Strongly 
Disagree Disagree AGREE AGREE 
The facility is 
safe for the inmates. 
The facility is safe
 
for staff.
 
The facility is well
 
organized.
 
The facility is
 
crowded.
 
The facility is well
 
run.
 
6. In the LAST SIX MONTHS (or if you have been hei;/e
 
less than six months, since you've been here) tell us
 
how much of the following has occurred.
 
a. How many physical fights have there been between
 
inmates?
 
Number ' (write in your best estimate)
 
b. HOW many physical fights have there been between
 
inmates and staff?
 
Number '•; (write in. your best estimate)
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c. How many times have inmates been sexually
 
assaulted?
 
Number (write in your best estimate)
 
d. How many inmates have been sexually assaulted?
 
Number . (write in your best estimate)
 
7. In the PAST SIX MONTHS, how often have staff members
 
had to use force to restrain inmates? (Check one only)
 
Never Sometimes Often ^ Very Often
 
8. How safe or dangerous do you think this facility is
 
for staff who have a lo't of contact with inmates?
 
(Check one only)
 
Very Dangerous - If checked, go to 8a.
 
Dangerous ■ If checked, go to 8a. 
Safe ' - If checked, go to 9.
 
Very Safe - If checked, go to 9.
 
8a. Has this condition ever caused you to consider
 
either resigning or transferring to another facility?
 
check one only.
 
No Yes
 
9. Not counting routine inspections, how many searches
 
of living areas/rooms for contraband are done IN AN
 
AVERAGE MONTH?
 
Average NUMBER PER MONTH: _____ (Write in your best
 
estimate)
 
10. In general, are the numbers of staff here adequate
 
to provide for the safety of the inmates on the
 
following shifts?
 
Not Adequate Very
 
Adequate Adequate
 
Day shift?
 
Swing Shift?
 
Midnight shift?
 
11. In general, are the numbers of staff here adequate
 
to provide for the safety of the STAFF MEMBERS on the
 
following shifts?
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 Not ; Adequate^^ ^^ ^ ^^
 
• V Adequate Adequate
 
Day shift? • . ■ ' ' -
Swing Shift? ■ ___ —— 
Midnight shift? ___ 
12. In general, how free are the inmates to move about
 
this facility in authorized areas in their free time
 
during the DAY? ^
 
Not at all Slightly Moderately, Very Much
 
13. In general, how free are the inmates to move about
 
this facility in authorized areas in their free time
 
during the EVENING? (Check one only)
 
Not at all, Slightly Moderately Very Much_
 
14. How much say do inmates have about what activities
 
they do here DURING THE DAY? (Cheqk one only)
 
None at all...........
 
A moderate amount.. . . .___
 
Very little..... .... . .
 
A great deal.... . . ...
 
15. How much say do inmates have about what activities
 
they do here during the evening? (Check one only) ,
 
None at all...........
 
A moderate amount.. . ..___
 
Very little .,
 
A great deal ^ .
 
16. How much say do staff have over what activities
 
inmates do here during the day? (Check one only)
 
None at all.....
 
A moderate amount.. . . .___
 
Very little
 
A great deal.
 
17. How much say do staff have over what activities
 
inmates do here during the evening? (Check one only)
 
None at all
 
A moderate amount....._
 
Very little •
 
A great deal... ___
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18. How much do you agree or disagree with the
 
following statements about the current situation at
 
this facility? For each item place one check mark
 
(or "X") that shows your current view.
 
Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Disagree AGREE AGREE 
Inmates' areas/ 
rooms look good. 
Inmates have too 
many things in 
their rooms/areas.
 
Inmates* rooms/
 
areas comfortable
 
places.
 
Inmates rooms/
 
areas are quiet.
 
Inmate rooms/
 
areas are kept in
 
repair.
 
Overall, the faci
 
lity looks good.
 
Overall, the faci
 
lity is comfortable
 
for the inmates.
 
Generally, the fac
 
ility is quiet.
 
Overall, the faci
 
lity is clean.
 
The food tastes
 
good.
 
The food portions
 
Strongly Strongly
 
Disagree Disagree AGREE AGREE
 
are too small.
 
There is not eno
 
ugh in the food
 
served here.
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 There is a good
 
variety of recrea
 
tional activities
 
for inmates.
 
Inmates have a lot
 
of idle time on
 
their hands.
 
19. How much do you agree or disagree with the
 
following statements about STAFF at this facility? For
 
each item place one check mark (X) that shows your
 
current view.
 
Strongly Strongly
 
Disagree Disagree AGREE AGREE
 
Would you say
 
STAFF:
 
Do their jobs
 
well.
 
Are fair with
 
inmates.
 
Keep the facility
 
safe. ___
 
Try to prevent 
fights between 
inmates. ■ 
Give inmates confli­
ting information.
 
■ ' ■ ■ ) 
Listen to inmate
 
complaints. ■ _
 
Give inmates clear
 
Strongly Strongly
 
Disagree Disagree AGREE AGREE
 
instructions.
 
Tell inmates about
 
rules they have to
 
follow.
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Let inmates visit
 
with friends.
 
Are really intere
 
sted in helping
 
inmates.
 
Would do a better
 
job if they had
 
more training.
 
The following items ask about your experience with the
 
facility's grievance procedures.
 
20. Have you ever filed a grievance against management?
 
No • - If checked, go to #21
 
Yes - If checked, go to #20a and 20b
 
20a. when was the last time you filed a grievance
 
against management?
 
(Check one only)
 
More than a year ago
 
In the past year .... . . . . .
 
In the past six months ...
 
In the past month .........
 
In the past week ... ^ . ... . ._
 
This week ................ .
 
20b. in general, have the problems that made you file
 
the grievance(s) been taken care of to your
 
satisfaction? (Check one only)
 
Not at all Partially_ Completely_
 
21. If you have NOT filed a grievance against
 
management, Check the one response which best describes
 
why you have not.
 
No grievance procedure . ... ......... . . .. ... .... . '
 
I have never had any major complaints ......... ____
 
I thought it would be useless . . .... . . . . . .... . .
 
I was afraid of negative consequences from
 
management . . . .. . . . . ........ .... . . .
 
The problem(s) have been taken care of
 
'rirxfrm^^11^^ . . . -. ... .
 
Other (specify)
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22. Is there a system or procedure for inmates to make
 
their grievances or complaints known to management?
 
(Place one (X)
 
No ■ - If checked, go to #23 
Yes - If checked, go to #22a
 
22a. Has an inmate ever filed a grievance against you?
 
(check one only)
 
No Yes Not aware of one
 
23. How much do you agree or disagree with the
 
following statements about your work environment DURING
 
THE PAST SIX MONTHS? For each item place one check mar
 
(X) that shows your current view.
 
Strongly ' Strongly
 
Disagree Disagree AGREE AGREE
 
In the PAST SIX
 
MONTHS I have
 
felt that:
 
It is often
 
unclear who has
 
the formal autho
 
rity to make a
 
decision.
 
It's really not
 
possible to change
 
things in this
 
facility.
 
I am told promp
 
tly when there is
 
a change in policy,
 
rules, or regulat-

Strongly Strongly
 
Disagree Disagree AGREE AGREE
 
ions that affect
 
me.
 
I have the autho­
rity I need to
 
accomplish my
 
work objectives.
 
Management at this
 
facility is flex­
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ible enougfh to 
make changes when 
necessary. 
In this facility, 
authority is 
clearly delegated. 
I am not afraid to 
inform supervisors 
about things I 
find wrong with 
this facility. 
My supervisor asks 
my opinion when a 
work-related 
problem arises. 
On my job I know 
exactly what my 
supervisor expects 
of me. 
The standards used 
to evaluate my 
performance have 
been fair and 
objective. 
In the not to 
distant future, I 
will probably look 
for or get a new 
job. 
My last annual 
Strongly 
Disagree Disagree AGREE 
Strongly 
AGREE 
performance rati 
ng was a fair 
accurate picture 
of my job perfor 
mance. 
Most of the time 
this facility is 
not run very well 
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If I stay in corr
 
ections I would
 
prefer to remain
 
in this facility. ____
 
25. How many disciplinary reports do you write in an
 
average month?
 
Number IN AN AVERAGE MONTH:
 
26. To what degree are you satisfied with the (inmate)
 
disciplinary process? (Check one only)
 
Very satisfied ...................... ■ ■ ■
 
Somewhat satisfied V-

Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied ..
 
Somewhat dissatisfied
 
Very dissatisfied
 
27. During the PAST SIX MONTHS, how often have you
 
experienced: (Check one for each item)
 
All the
 
Never Rarely Often Time
 
A feeling that
 
you are positi
 
vely influencing
 
the inmates'
 
lives through
 
your work. __
 
A feeling of
 
worry that this
 
job is hardening
 
you emotionally . ___
 
All the
 
Never Rarely Often Time
 
A feeling that
 
you have accom
 
plished many
 
worthwhile
 
things in this
 
job.
 
28. Do you consider yourself:
 
Asian or Pacific Islander
 
Black/African American (Nop-Hispanic)
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 _White (Non-Hispanic)
 
"Hispanic
 
"Native American, Eskimo, or Aleut
 
29. At the time you came to work here what was the
 
highest grade you completed in school? (Check one only)
 
8th grade or less
 
9th grade
 
10th grade
 
: 11th grade
 
G.E.D. certificate
 
^High school or vocational school graduate
 
(NOT G.E.D.)
 
Some college
 
Community College Degree (AA, AS, etc.)
 
^Bachelor's degree (BA, BS, etc.)

^Graduate work without Bachelor's Degree: Units
 
completed:
 
^Graduate work with Bachelor's Degree: Units
 
completed:

^Graduate degree (Master's Degree or above)
 
30. How old were you on your last birthday?
 
Years old
 
THANK YOU AGAIN FOR YOUR HELP!
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